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1.0 SUMMARY

The Joint Damping Experiment (JDX) is an experiment to measure the influence of gravity on the
structural damping of a three bay truss. JDX was a project funded by NASA's IN-STEP program
and was administered through NASA Langley. All hardware development, ground testing, and
data reduction was performed at Utah State University (USU). The JDX mission objectives were
to develop a small-scale Shuttle flight experiment which allows researchers to:
1) Measure vibration damping of a small-scale, pin-jointed truss to determine how pin gaps

give rise to gravity-dependent damping rates.
2) Evaluate the applicability of ground and low-g aircraft tests for predicting on-orbit

behavior.

3) Evaluate the ability of current nonlinear fmite element codes to model the dynamic
behavior of the truss.

Two small trusses with joints which provide gravity dependent damping were constructed. The

first truss is described as an Engineering Model truss. This truss was used to obtain an initial

characterization of the truss behavior. Based on these results, the design of the second truss,

described as the Flight Model truss, was modified so that we obtained a high precision truss which

exhibited gravity dependent damping. Ground-based testing was completed to measure damping

of the truss with 1-g loads. The experiment flew on the Space Shuttle Endeavor (STS-69) as Get

Away Special (GAS) payload G-726, on September 7-18, 1995 to measure damping in a micro-

gravity environment. The damping of the truss was inferred from relatively simple "Twang" tests

conducted in orbit. A twang test is conducted by plucking the truss structure and then recording

the decay of the oscillations. Low-g aircraft testing of this experiment was also used. The short

time period and the vibration environment of an aircraft made low-g aircraft testing difficult.

However, the flight testing on the Shuttle provided a needed reference point to verify the low-g
aircraft test results.

If a truss structure utilizes pinned joints with clearance fit pins, the joints can become the

significant source of damping in the structure if large preloads are not present in the structure.

The measured data from the JDX truss clearly shows that as gravity induced preloads are

decreased, damping increases. Friction and impacting in the joints are suspected to be primary

mechanisms causing damping in the joints. Impacting is demonstrated by the observation of high

frequency hash in the decay data. Driving of higher modes by impacting is suspected to be a

significant source of damping. However, the measured data also confirms that friction damping is

a significant factor. Measurements during low-g aircraft and Shuttle flight tests show that

damping is further increased as gravity loads are removed from the structure. The above

conclusions assume the truss has been carefully assembled so that no preloads are induced during

assembly so that as gravity loads are removed, strut preloads go to zero and joints can traverse
their deadband zone.

Observations from the test results are summarized as follows. 1) Damping rates can change by a

factor of 3 to 8 as a result of simply changing the orientation of a truss. 2) The addition of a few

pinned joints to a truss structure can increase the damping by a factor as high as 30. 3) Damping

is amplitude dependent. 4) As gravity induced preloads become large (by orienting the long axis



of thetrussperpendicularto thegravityvector) thedampingissimilarto atrusswithoutpinned
joints. 5) Impactingin joints driveshighermodesin thestructure.6) Thetorsionmode
disappearsif gravity inducedpreloadsarelow. It is significantthata modeexpectedfrom alinear
finiteelementmodelof astructurecoulddisappeardueto the presenceof pinnedjoints.

An approachhasbeendemonstratedwhichcansuccessfullysimulatethegravitydependent
behaviorof theJDX truss. Usingnonlinearmodelingtechniquesavailablein theprogramLS-
DYNA3D, onecanmodelthedeadband,impacting,andfrictioncharacteristicsof aclearancefit
pinnedjoint. Although theapproachoutlineddoeshavedeficiencies,it is a significantsteptoward
modelingstructureswith looseconnections.

2.0 INTRODUCTION

An experiment titled the Joint Damping Experiment (JDX) has been developed by researchers at

Utah State University (USU) to measure the influence of gravity on joint damping in a pin-jointed

truss. The JDX project is funded through NASA's IN-Space Technology Experiments Program

(IN-STEP), and flew on the Space Shuttle Endeavor on September 7-18, 1995 as a Get Away

Special (GAS) payload. Flying JDX as a GAS payload allowed the experiment to perform tests in

a microgravity environment.

2.1 Experiment Description

The JDX experiment consists of a small-scale, three-bay truss with clearance fit pinned joints.

The truss is attached to a stiff base plate at one end to provide a cantilevered boundary condition.

The opposite end of the truss is attached to a rigid plate or tip mass, which lowers the natural

frequency of the truss. Tests designed to study the dynamic and damping characteristics of the

truss are executed by exciting different modes of the truss and recording the free decay of the

oscillations. These free decay tests are described here as twang tests. There are three different

modes that can be excited. The first two modes of the truss are orthogonal bending modes. They

are referred to as "bend 1" and "bend 2," and represent a rocking motion of the truss, in their

respective directions, which are 90 degrees apart. The lacing of the struts in the truss is such that

it separates the two bending modes into distinct frequencies that are easy to identify. The bending

modes are excited by displacing the truss in a direction perpendicular to the long axis of the truss.

The third mode is a torsional mode, and is excited by twisting the truss about the long axis. A

truss called the "Engineering Model truss" was built to examine the general behavior of the truss

and allow refinement of the design of the joints. Testing of the Engineering Model truss led to

recommendations for changes in the design of several components of the Flight Model truss. The

Flight Model truss is the final model of the truss and was the GAS payload that flew on the Space
Shuttle.

Data gathered from these tests was analyzed to determine logarithmic decrement of the decay.



Thelogarithmicdecrementis ameasureof thedampingpresentin thestructure. Theinfluenceof
gravityon dampingwasdeterminedby comparingthelogarithmicdecrementdatafrom tests
conductedindifferentenvironments.Also, theaccelerationtimehistorymeasuredfrom thefree
decaycanbecomparedwith predictionsfromnonlinearfiniteelementmodelsof thetruss.

2.2 Mission Objectives

JDX was designed to: 1) Measure vibration damping of a small-scale, pin-jointed truss to

determine how pin gaps give rise to gravity-dependent damping rates. 2) Evaluate the

applicability of ground and low-g aircraft tests for predicting on-orbit behavior. 3) Evaluate the

ability of current nonlinear finite element codes to model the dynamic behavior of the truss.

The first objective is to establish a correlation between joint pin gap and gravity dependent

damping rates in pin-jointed trusses. Quantitatively the results reported here will only be

applicable to the small-scale truss article tested. However, the results demonstrate qualitative

behaviors that apply to any size structure. One of the early observations was that only a few

pinned joints with very small pin gaps were needed in a structure to dramatically influence its
behavior.

The second objective of this experiment was to correlate ground and low-g aircraft test results

with on-orbit tests and to examine the ability to predict on-orbit damping from on-ground and

low-g aircraft test results. It was shown that if a structure is oriented and/or supported during

ground tests such that gravity induced preloads in the truss are minimal, the damping measured in

those tests will be similar to microgravity tests. The low-g aircraft testing of this experiment was

very successful. The short time period and the vibration environment of an aircraft made low-g

aircraft testing difficult. However, it was found that only by free floating the experiment inside

the aircraft cabin, good data could be obtained. However, the JDX truss requires a cantilevered

boundary condition and this was only approximated in the free-float tests conducted inside the

aircraft. Indeed, flight testing on the Shuttle provided the needed reference point to verify the

accuracy of the low-g aircraft test results.

The third objective was to see if theoretical models can be used to accurately predict the truss

dynamics and damping. From the standpoint of modeling, pinned joints add significant difficulties

for precise modeling. Because of the "slop" in the joints and imprecision in the lengths of the

joints, load paths become difficult to assess when the truss is lightly loaded. As the gaps in the

joints close, the force/deflection characteristics of the truss become nonlinear. These pin jointed

structures could be described as "a bunch of loose parts floating in space". The word "loose" is a

term whose meaning is relative to some reference point. For an antenna whose shape is to be

controlled to within a micron, a "loose" structure might be one with a few microns of "slop". An

approach for modeling a structure with loose joints structure was developed and successfully

simulated many of the observed truss characteristics.



2.3 Literature Review

The need for further research in the area of space structure damping has long been recognized by

the scientific community. Nurre 1 recommended ground testing individual components of a

structure in order to characterize complete structures and listed the following as key issues in

structural dynamics testing.

1. Zero-g effects.

2. Low natural frequencies with high modal density.
3. Joint/interface characteristics.

4. Damping (distributed and lumped).

Joint damping models are usually obtained from two different damping mechanisms-- friction and

impacting. Friction damping is attributed to rotary or extensional joint motions, while impacting

occurs when two previously separated surfaces collide during the cycles of an oscillatory motion.

There are two models generally used to describe friction damping--macroslip and microslip. In

macroslip damping, no damping is assumed to have occurred until there is relative motion

between two surfaces. When this motion occurs the forces in the joint exceed the Coulomb

friction forces acting parallel to the interface. Den Hartog 2 analyzed the classic friction model and

showed that for small loads the energy dissipation increases linearly with the displacement. In

microslip friction models there is no slippage between the surfaces and damping is assumed to

occur because of localized, microscopic slippage. So while the joint remains "locked," surface

imperfections cause the contact pressure to be distributed unevenly allowing localized slippage.

Microslip friction is difficult to predict and as Plunket 3 reported we are still far from being able to

predict damping due to this phenomena.

The damping due to impacting in a joint is also difficult to predict. It has been suggested by

Crawley, Sigler, and Van Schoor 4 that one measure of energy dissipation could be the coefficient

of restitution. However, the coefficient of restitution is not only dependent on the material

properties, it is also dependent on the geometries of the surfaces involved in the impacting. For

this reason coefficients of restitution are usually found through empirical study and a new study

would be required for each joint configuration. At this time there are no general models available

to describe the damping in pinned joints with "deadband" or gaps present.

Folkman and Redd 5 have shown the damping in a pinned joint structure is dominated by the

pinned joints when deadband is present in the joints. Therefore, there is a need for ground testing

on pinned, jointed structures to help verify the analytical models being developed to model these
kinds of structures.

Mathematical models have been proposed which try to account for deadband and friction. Ferri 6

created a model of a nonlinear sleeve joint and concluded that the three major sources of energy

dissipation were damping due to Coulomb friction, damping due to impact, and material damping.

He also showed that the overall damping was similar to viscous damping. Lankarani and

4



Nikravesh7createdamodelfor impactingof two elasticbodies.Theyconcludedthat energy
dissipationduringimpactwasa functionof initial velocity,coefficientof restitution,andmaterial
properties.Tzou andRong8presentedamathematicalmodelof athree-dimensionalspherical
joint, whichincludedtheeffectsof friction andimpacting.Onoda,Sano,andMinesugi9showed
thatimpactingcausesenergyto betransferredfrom lower to highermodes.Theexcitationof
highermodesresultsin greaterstructuraldamping.Folkmant° createdmodelsfor extensional
frictiondamping,rotationalfrictiondamping,andimpactdamping.

In recent years force-state-mapping techniques have been used to characterize the dynamic

properties of struts containing pinned joints. __-13 Individual struts from a truss are subjected to

dynamic loading and the resulting displacements, accelerations, and applied forces are measured.

These data can be used to produce a map of the force-displacement-velocity domain. Parameters

such as nonlinear stiffness and damping can then be obtained from this map for use in modeling
the entire truss.

Several finite element analysis (FEA) programs are available that are capable of modeling the

nonlinearities associated with impacting and friction. 14-17 MSC/NASTRAN is a FEA program that

includes an adaptive gap element, the CGAP element, for modeling points that come into contact.

The CGAP element can also be used to model macroslip between two bodies. Folkman

attempted to use gap elements to model a truss with pinned joints but was unsuccessful, l°

Although numerous mathematical models of pinned joints have been developed, the literature

does not describe attempts to model the dynamic response of pinned joints using commercial FEA

programs.
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3.0 EXPERIMENT DESIGN

The JDX project was designed to be

flown as a GAS payload; therefore, the

experiment is required to fit inside a GAS

canister, which has a volume of five cubic

feet. This limited the size of the

components that make up the truss,

excitation system, and data acquisition
devices. The truss dimensions are

nominally 24 inches by 8 inches by 8
inches. The truss has 34 struts connected

to 16 hubs. A photograph of the truss is

shown in Fig. 1. The tang and clevis

portions of each strut are identical.

However, the length of the strut tube

connecting the two ends can be varied,

depending on whether the strut is one of

the 14 "cross" struts or 20 "primary"
struts. Cross struts connect the hubs

diagonally and have a tube length of 5.76

inches. Primary struts connect the hubs

both horizontally and vertically, and have

a tube length of 2.45 inches.

Surrounding the truss are twelve 1.0-inch

square aluminum support posts that run

from the base plate to a top plate. These

support posts provide mounting places

for the experiment controller and data

acquisition system, as well as portions of

the excitation system. Figure 2 shows
Fig. 1. Photograph of the truss.

the framework of support posts and the top plate with the excitation system components attached.

These posts also provided the structural support normally required by NASA for GAS

payloads. TM Also attached to the top plate are three bumpers. These bumpers provide lateral

support for the experiment. Two of the bumpers are located at 90 ° to each other and the third is

135 ° from the first two. Figure 3 is an illustration of the bumper placement.

6
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PAD5

TOPPLATE

Fig. 3. Illustration of the bumper pads.

Fig. 2. Photograph of the framework

posts which surround the truss.

Because of the GAS payload volume constraints it was

necessary to utilize the open space inside the truss.

The battery box and remaining excitation system

components are mounted in this space. Figure 4

illustrates the battery box/support box configuration.

A sealed battery box was used in accordance with

NASA GAS payload specifications. 19

Fig. 4. Photograph showing the items

located inside the truss bays.



3.1 Strut Design

The JDX Flight Model Strut is

composed of two major parts: the

strut tube or body, and the

clevis/tang end attachments. This is

seen in Fig. 5. All clevises, tangs,
and strut bodies are made from

606 l-T6 aluminum, and have been

anodized with a gold color for

cosmetic purposes. Each

clevis/tang interface is connected by

a pinned joint. The nature of this

pinned joint varies according to the

strut position in the truss. For all

joints in the top two bays of the

truss and all eight joints at the base

plate, a 0.001-inch shim was placed

between the clevis/tang interface, a

0.251-inch, shoulder bolt was

pressed into the 0.250-inch holes,

and a nut was tightened on the

shoulder bolt. This system

effectively locked 60 of the 68

joints, by first removing the joint

HUB

_-- CLEVIS PIN

TANG

TUBE

TORQUE NUT

JAM NUTS

CLEVIS

SPHERICAL WASHERS

Fig. 5. nlustration of the strut design.

deadband, and second by clamping the joint together to prevent rotations. This type of joint is

described as a locked joint.

8
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TANG

IS

SPHERICAL WASHERS

THREADS

Fig. 6. Illustration of the pinned joint design.

The remaining eight joints are described as unlocked joints. To minimize joint wear, the unlocked

joints have hardened steel sleeves, with inner diameters of 0.1875 inches and an outer diameter of

0.251 inches, press fit into the clevis/tang through holes. This gave the sleeves an interference fit

of 0.001 inches. The sleeves were made from 1144 steel that was hardened to RC 32-34. It was

imperative that the sleeves be inserted so as to maintain a precision alignment and avoid "out-of-

round" effects. This was accomplished by heating the clevis or tang and then gently pressing the

sleeve into the heat enlarged hole. Depending on the gap size desired, a hardened steel shoulder

bolt with a shoulder diameter of 0.18635 inches to 0.18690 inches was used in the joint as the pin.

All shoulder bolts were manufactured from 1144 stress-proof steel that had been hardened to RC

32-34. The same vendor (Carr Lane Manufacturing Co.) supplied both the sleeves and the

shoulder bolts. An 8-32 UNC lock nut was placed on the end of each shoulder bolt but was

tightened only enough to keep the shoulder bolt from vibrating out of the joint. No clamping

force is applied by the lock nut to the joint and the joint is free to experience rotational motions.

Figure 6 illustrates the unlocked joints.

9



An unlockedjoint couldbeconvertedto a
lockedjoint by installinga shimbetweenthe
clevisandtangpiecesandusingan
appropriatelysizedwasheron theshoulder
bolt. Whentheshoulderbolt is tightened,the
clevisandtangfacesarehighlypreloaded,
preventingdeadbandandrotationsfrom
occurringin thejoint.

Force

Deadband

Unlocked

The deadband in a joint is related to the

amount of gap between the pin and the clevis

and tang. When a joint moves slowly through

the deadband region, no force would be

transmitted by the joint. Figure 7 illustrates the

conceptual force versus displacement relation

for a locked and unlocked joint. The curve for

the locked joint is linear and there is no

movement through the deadband. The

Locked

Displacement

Fig. 7. mustration of joint deadband effects on the

force-displacement relationship of a strut.

unlocked joint however exhibits nonlinear behavior as the joint moves through the deadband. It is

seen that as the joint moves through the deadband the force is relatively constant while the

displacement continues.

The strut tube has 7/16-28 UNEF internal threads at either end that provide attachment points for

the tangs. These threaded connections also allow each strut length to be tailored to the length

required to alleviate preloads in the joints. The threads at one end of the strut body are right-hand
threads, and the threads at the other end are left- hand threads. This allows the strut tube to act

as a turnbuckle, shortening or lengthening when turned. The strut tube is hollow and has an

inside diameter of 0.370 inches. There are two different outer diameters because the strut is

larger on the ends where it is threaded. The smaller diameter is 0.460 inches, whereas the larger

diameter is 0.500 inches. A hexagonal torque nut was attached to each end of the strut tube,

using Armstrong A-12 epoxy, so that a wrench could be used to adjust the strut length.

Attached to the end of both the locked and unlocked clevis/tang connections is a set of 18-8

stainless steel spherical washers. These washers help prevent misalignment in the joints that could

cause preloads to be applied across the joint. During the truss assembly Armstrong A- 12 epoxy

was placed between the spherical washers to prevent them from slipping and thereby forming an

additional source of damping in the joint.

Inside the clevis is a 1.25-inch 8-32 cap screw. This screw bolts the clevis to the hub. Another

set of 18-8 stainless steel spherical washers is used to alleviate misalignments in the hub-clevis

interface. These washers were also held in their preload free position by Armstrong A- 12 epoxy.

10



The hubs used in the Flight Model truss are modified 1/4 scale Star-Bay hubs. The hubs were

modified by removing eight of the original 26 mounting points since they were never used. All of

the mounting points on the hubs have 8-32 locking threaded inserts placed in them. The inserts

provide greater tensile strength than would have existed in a wholly aluminum hub, while also

providing a locking mechanism for the clevis-hub interface. To provide another locking

mechanism, Locktite brand thread locker was applied to the cap screw threads before they were

screwed into the hubs.

Two 7/16-28 UNEFjam nuts were placed on each tang. The jam nuts were made from 18-8

stainless steel. The nuts were used to prevent the strut tube from rotating and thus fix the strut

length. The jam nuts were also locked in place using Locktite brand thread locker.

!iiiil i!!!

......................................

Fig. 8. Photograph of a strut.

Figure 8 is a photograph of a disassembled strut with one of the clevis/tang attachments having

stainless steel inserts that would provide gap, and one clevis/tang attachment that would be

locked. Appendix A contains additional drawings illustrating the strut design.

3.2 Tip Mass and Base Plate

Attached to the top and bottom of the Flight Model truss are respectively the tip mass and base

plate. Figure 1 shows the truss attached to both the tip mass and the base plate. The base plate is

a 0.5-inch thick 6061-T6 aluminum plate with a radius of 9.875 inches. Therefore, the base plate

provides a cantilevered boundary condition for the truss since it bolts directly to the lid of the

GAS can, which is called the GAS Experiment Mounting Plate (EMP). The base plate is bolted

to the EMP by 36 10-32 UNC cap screws. These 36 points also provide thermal isolation for the

experiment through the use of G-10 fiberglass epoxy spacers. The spacers have an outer diameter

of 0.625 inches, an inner diameter of 0.25 inches, and are 0.65 inches long. A spacer is set on

either side of each hole in the base plate as shown in Fig. 1. The G-10 spacers have a low thermal

conductivity and thus lower the rate heat is lost by the experiment to deep space. The cap screws

are locked in place through the use of safety wire. The wire is placed through holes drilled in the

heads of the cap screw.

11



Thebaseplatehasa4.01-inchwideby 6.475-inchdeepsectionmachinedout to providespacefor
thebatteryboxventingmechanismwhich ismountedto theEMP. Thereisalsoa 7.25by7.25-
inch sectionmachinedout of thecenterof theplateto providefor easybatterybox removal.

Thestainlesssteeltip mass
providesamassatthefreeend
of thetrussthat effectively
lowersthenaturalfrequency of

the truss. Furthermore, the tip

mass provides locations that

can be used to excite the three

fundamental truss modes. Each

of the comers of the tip mass

has a low carbon steel plate

attached. These steel plates

can be used to provide an

attachment point for the

excitation system's

electromagnets. Four

aluminum arms, each with a

steel plate, were also attached

to the tip mass to allow

excitation of a truss torsion

mode. Figure 9 illustrates the

S Ill

Fig. 9. Top view of the tip mass showing the magnets and
the accelerometer locations.

tip mass geometry and the four magnets used to excite the truss. Note that only four of the eight

steel magnet plates are actually used by the excitation system. The four extra steel plates were

attached to maintain the symmetry of the tip mass. The tip mass is made from 0.5-inch thick

nonmagnetic stainless steel. A sleeve for locking the tip mass in place is attached underneath the

tip mass view shown in Fig. 9. With all the attachments the weight of the tip mass is 15.3

pounds. This weight is sufficient to allow the weight

of the truss to be neglected in analysis and still

provide accurate results. Table 1 lists the measured

mass distribution of the truss and tip mass. Table 2

gives a breakdown of the mass of the components

making up the truss.

Table 1. Truss mass summary.

Item Weight (lb)

Truss (Hubs + Struts) 8.2

Tip Mass 10.0

Magnet Plates 3.1

Torsion Arms 1.8

Locker Sleeve 0.4

12



Table 2. Detailed mass breakdown of the truss and tip mass

Description Quantity Mass (g) Mass (lb)

Long tube 1 19 0.042

Short tube 1 9 0.020

Single hex ball 1 13 0.029

Unlocked clevis and # 8 screw and washers 1 22 0.049

Unlocked pin and nut 1 6 0.013

Unlocked tang and two jam nuts 1 17 0.037

Locked tang and two jam nuts 1 15 0.033

Locked pin and nut 1 9 0.020

Locked clevis and #8 screw and washers 1 21 0.046

Combined Components

Short unlocked-locked strut 1 99 0.218

Short locked-locked strut 1 99 0.218

Long unlocked-locked strut 1 109 0.240

Long locked-locked strut 1 109 0.240

All short unlocked-locked struts 4 396 0.873

All short locked-locked struts 16 1584 3.492

All long unlocked-locked struts 4 436 0.961

All long locked-locked struts 10 1090 2.403

All hex balls 16 208 0.459

Total Truss Mass 3714 8.188

13



3.3 Excitation System and Locking Mechanism

The JDX excitation system is used

to displace the truss in preparation

for a twang test. The excitation

system consists of four linear

actuators, connected to four

linkage systems. The linkage

systems are each connected to an

electromagnet with a maximum

pulling force of 40 pounds. When

a linear actuator is activated, the

linkage system guides the

electromagnet to a steel plate on

the tip mass. The electromagnet is

able to take hold of the plate, and

the linear actuator reverses

direction. This effectively

displaces the truss in the desired

direction. Figure 10 shows a

linkage system for the bend one
mode and the linear actuator that

guides the electromagnet. The
two linear actuators that are used

Magnet used to displace the truss tip

Linkage to

move magnet

Linear

Actuator

Truss

g

Mechanism

Support

Post

Fig. 10. nlustration of the Bend 1 mode excitation

system and the truss locking mechanism.

to displace the truss in the bend one and bend two directions are located on the support box inside

the truss (see Fig. 4). There are two linear actuators used to excite the torsional mode of the

truss. These two actuators and their respective linkages and electromagnets are mounted to the

support posts that surround the truss (see Fig. 2). In order to excite the torsional mode the linear

actuators must be run in unison. This provides a true twisting displacement motion, since both

electromagnets displace the tip mass arms the same distance at the same time.

Figure 10 illustrates the locking mechanism for the truss. Since the JDX experiment is to be

flown on the space shuttle it was desired that the truss be kept from moving during the highly

dynamic launch process. This minimizes the potential for joint wear and/or changes in alignment

during launch. The primary mechanism for locking the truss is a 1.0-inch outer diameter, 0.5-inch

inner diameter, stainless steel pin. The pin is moved upward into a locking sleeve attached to the

bottom of the tip mass by a linear actuator. The original locker pin was made from solid

aluminum and had a hardened steel dowel pin inserted perpendicular to its long axis to prevent

torsional movements. During random vibration testing it was determined that the aluminum was

not hard enough to withstand the impacts caused by the vibrating tip mass. At this time it was

also found that the dowel pin made it difficult to lock the truss since it often was misaligned with

the slot it was supposed to fit in. This caused the locker to jam only half way into the locked
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position. For these reasons a new stainless steel locker pin was made with no torsion pin.

A secondary method of truss restraint are four set screws attached to the outer support posts.

These set screws limit the truss movement in the two bend directions. The set screws are only a

backup measure to limit the possible motion of the truss tip mass.

3.4 Experiment Controller, Data Acquisition, and Power

During space flight the JDX experiment is controlled by a Campbell Scientific CR10 controller.

This controller is responsible for moving the linear actuators, turning magnets on and off,

triggering the data acquisition system, and monitoring experiment temperature. The CR10

controls the motors and magnets by switching on and off 32 switches on two Campbell Scientific

SMD CD16's that are interfaced to the CR10. When the space shuttle reaches an altitude of

about 100,000 feet, a baro-switch closes, powering up the CR10. At this point the CR10 logs

time and temperature at various points in the experiment until about 8 hours into the flight when

an astronaut toggles another switch. When this switch, designated Relay B, is closed, it signals

the CR10 that testing is to begin. The CR10 immediately unlocks the truss then waits 4 hours.

At this time the astronauts are in a sleep period. During the sleep period there are minimum

thruster firings, and the chance of ruining tests as a result is minimized. The CR10 then executes

30 twang tests. Each mode, bend one, bend two, and torsion, is excited ten times. During each

test the CR10 logs the time, temperatures, and battery voltages. When the testing is complete,

the CR10 locks the truss and continues to log temperatures until the CR10 memory is full.

Temperatures were logged for roughly one week.

There were several contingencies built into the CR10 program to provide for scenarios less

perfect than the one just described. If the astronauts fail to toggle Relay B, the experiment will

begin testing on its own near the beginning of the first sleep period. If an emergency landing must

be made, the astronauts can toggle Relay B a second time. When this occurs the CR10 suspends

testing and locks the truss. If the battery box temperature drops to an unacceptable level before

Relay B is toggled, the CR10 will unlock the truss and begin testing in an attempt to get data

before battery power is lost.

Six Kistler K-Beam capacitive accelerometers (model 8302A10) are used to measure the

accelerations of the truss during twang testing. Three accelerometers are mounted to the tip mass

and three are mounted to the base plate. Two of the tip mass accelerometers are mounted in the

bend one and bend two directions, while the third is mounted to one of the unused torsion arms.

The locations of these accelerometers are illustrated in Fig. 9. Two of the base plate

accelerometers are also oriented in the bend one and bend two directions, while the third is

mounted in the Z direction, which is the direction of the long axis of the truss. The base plate

accelerometers are used to measure input vibrations from external sources. All six accelerometers

measure accelerations in the range of 10.0 g's. Originally, K-Beam accelerometers with a range

of 2.0 g's were used to measure vibrations. These accelerometers had better resolution but had to

be replaced because they were very fragile and might not survive the high vibration environment
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of space launch.

The accelerometer signals were

recorded by a Campbell

Scientific CR9000 data logger.

The CR9000 was programmed

to sample each of the six
accelerometers at a rate of 3000

samples per second for a period
of 1.5 seconds. The CR9000

included a two- megabyte

EEPROM memory card with

sufficient storage space to record

30 tests, as well as the program

and operating system. Because

of its high power draw, the

CR9000 is powered down

between tests. Figure 11 shows

a photograph of JDX which
indicates the locations of the

CR 10, CR9000, and the

accelerometer signal

conditioners.

Accelerometer

Signal
Conditioners

t •

CR9000 CR10 Data

Data Logger Logger

1 •

Fig. 11. Photograph of JDX showing the locations of the

CR10 and CR9000 data loggers and the accelerometer

signal conditioners.

The experiment power is

provided by two 12-volt battery

packs. One battery pack

consists of 12 Gates D-cell sealed lead-acid batteries connected in two strings to form two parallel

12-volt voltage sources. The other pack contains 12 Gates X-cell sealed lead-acid batteries

similarly connected. Both battery packs are rechargeable 200 to 2000 times depending on the

depth of discharge used. The D-cells provide power for the CR10, CR9000, and accelerometers.

The X-cells provide power for the linear actuators and electromagnets. The linear actuators and

electromagnets require more power, so it was necessary to use the X cells to power them since

they have twice the amp-hour rating of the D cells. To protect the battery circuits the battery

packs are fused with 5-amp fast blow fuses. However, these fuses are located inside the battery

box and are difficult to change once the box is in place. Therefore, a 3-amp fast blow fuse was

added externally to each battery pack circuit. Appendix B shows a top-level circuit diagram for

the experiment.
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3.5 Truss Assembly

Assembling the Flight Model truss is a long and

arduous process. The truss had to be

assembled with enough precision to eliminate

preloads in the joints. This is very difficult, and

is more of an art than a science. Figure 12

shows the assembly jig that was used to aid in

the truss assembly. The assembly jig provides

exact location of the hubs with respect to each

other, while also supporting the weight of the

truss. Once the hubs are attached, the struts

are placed between them starting at the top.

The strut length must be adjusted by turning the

tube past the preload free position and bringing

it back to that position by tightening the jam

nuts. This is a difficult procedure but becomes

easier with experience. When the truss is

completely assembled, the jig is removed and

the excitation system is placed around it. At

this point it is difficult to remove the entire

excitation system in order to adjust the truss, so

any further modifications must be done in place.

4.0 GROUND TESTING

Fig. 12. Photograph of the truss assembly

jig.

Before ground testing of the Flight Model truss could begin, an appropriate site to conduct the

tests needed to be selected. The ground testing of the Engineering Model truss was performed in

the basement of the Petersen Engineering Building at Utah State University. However, this

location proved inconvenient and it was hoped that the Flight Model tests could be taken on the

second floor of the Petersen Engineering Building. A large steel plate weighing approximately

650 pounds was bolted to the floor to provide a rigid and massive attach point. When the

experiment was mounted to the steel plate and twang tests were conducted, it was found that the

vibrations damped much more quickly than was expected. Upon further study it was determined

that the floor did not provide an adequately stiff mount for the experiment, and subsequent testing

would have to take place in the basement. This illustrated the extreme sensitivity of the

experiment to its mounting conditions and provided insight into problems that would occur in the

low-G aircraft and space shuttle testing.
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4.1 Ground Testing Setup

To perform ground tests on the Flight Model

truss the experiment was bolted into an

aluminum canister. The canister, shown in

Fig. 13, has dimensions that are similar to an

actual GAS can, and was used to simulate

the test setup of a GAS can. Like the actual

GAS can, the aluminum canister provided

the experiment with added stiffness by

allowing the lateral support pad illustrated in

Fig. 3 to be engaged against the canister

wall. The excitation system depends on the

lateral support pads and the canister to hold

the excitation fran_work in a fixed position
as the truss is deflected.

A problem involving the lateral supports and

locker mechanism was discovered when it

was observed that the locker mechanism

often failed to lock the truss after the lateral

support pads were engaged.

When the lateral supports were

engaged, they tended to

displace the outer excitation

framework relative to the tip
mass. This would cause

misalignment between the
locker and the locker sleeve

attached to the tip mass. In

order to prevent this,

movements in the excitation

framework relative to the tip
mass were monitored as the

support pads were seated

against the canister wall. To do

this, hardware was temporarily

attached to the experiment. A

bracket with two perpendicular

plates was clamped to the tip

mass. Next, two dial

micrometers were clamped to

the top plate with the sensor

Fig. 13. Photograph of JDX mounted to the

floor for ground tests.

Fig. 14. Photograph showing how movements in the

framework were monitered while the lateral support pads

were tightened
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armsin contactwith theperpendicularbracketplates. Thissetupis shownin Fig. 14. The
micrometerswerezeroedandthelateralsupportswereengaged.Whenthefinal supportwasin
place,the lateralsupportsweretightenedandlooseneduntil themicrometersindicatedthatthe
excitationframeworkwasonceagainin thezeroposition. Themicrometersandbracketwere
thenremovedandthecanisterwasreadyto beplacedin its testingorientation.

Groundtestsweretakenwith threeorientationswith respectto thegravityvector. Thefirst
orientationplacedthelongaxisof thetrussparallelto thegravityvectorandiscalledthe0°
orientation. Thesecondorientationoccurswhenthelong axisof thetrussis placedperpendicular
to thegravity vector. This iscalledthe90° orientation. Thefinalorientationin whichground
testsweretakenis the 180° orientation.Thisorientationis similarto the0° orientation;however,
thetrussis turnedupsidedownsothat thetip massputs thestrutsin tensionratherthan
compression.Figure15 illustratesthesethreepositions.

DIRECTIONOF
EXCITATION

\/ -

\/
[ 7-

0 ° TRUSS

ORIENTATION

GRAVITY

_ DIRECTION OF

EXCITATION

90 ° TRUSS

ORIENTATION

I I

/\
k/
IX

|_ n

180 ° TRUSS

ORIENTATION

Fig. 15. Illustrations of the truss orientations used for ground tests.

When the tests were taken in the 0 ° orientation, the canister end plate was securely fastened to

three steel plates that were bolted together in 40 locations. Each of the steel plates was 0.375

inches thick, 35 inches in diameter, and weighed 102 pounds. The canister was attached to these

plates in three places and had a set of spherical washers at each point. This alleviated any warping

that might otherwise occur if the canister was mounted flush to these plates. Warping was a

serious concern since any warping in the canister end plate was found to cause preloads in the

joints, thus seriously changing the twang test results. The three steel plates were fastened to an

aluminum plate that bolted securely to the floor. This test setup is seen in Fig. 13. When the

truss is in the 0 ° orientation, preloads due to gravity are minimized.

When 90 ° tests were taken, the canister had a bracket attached to the side, which allowed the

experiment to be turned on its side and mounted to the steel plates. However, this test setup had
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to bealteredsinceit wasdiscoveredthat themountingbracketwasnot sufficientlyrigid andthe
trusswasexchangingenergywithvibrationmodesof thecanisterandthe mountingbracket.
Thesemotionswereeasilyidentifiedby examiningtheoutputof theaccelerometersattachedto
thebaseplateof the experiment.Thisenergyexchangecausedthelow amplitudesignalsto grow
anddieinsteadof steadilydecaying.Severalattemptsweremadeeitherto stiffenthemountor
makeit moremassive. The final mounting configuration stiffened the mount and made it more

massive. Two pieces of angle iron were bolted between the canister end plate and the basement

floor to provide greater stiffness. In addition, three steel bars, weighing approximately 200

pounds each, were bolted to the canister end plate. A photograph of this configuration is seen in

Fig. 16. When the truss is placed in the 90 ° orientation, preloads due to the gravity vector are

maximized.

Fig. 16. Photograph of the 90 ° truss orientation test setup.

The 180 ° testing orientation required that the top of the canister be boked to the aluminum plate

which is attached to the floor. Three spherical washers were placed between the top of the

canister and the aluminum plate. Again, initial tests showed that the mount was not sufficiently

rigid and vibration modes of the canister system would couple with the bending modes of the

truss. The three round, steel plates were bolted to the base plate of the test canister (note, in the

180 ° orientation, the base plate is on top). To further increase the mass attached to the baseplate,

several large pieces of steel were also bolted to the top. Several steel cables were also attached

between the basement floor and the top of the can in an attempt to stiffen the mount. The
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addition of this steel and cables

reduced coupling enough to get

meaningful data from this

configuration. This test setup is seen

in Fig. 17.

4.2 Joint Gap Sizes and Pin

Selection

The first twang tests performed on the

Flight Model truss were done to

determine the size of the diametrical

gaps desired for each joint. Joint gap

refers to the between the pin and holes

in the clevis and tang assembly. By

using small diameter pins, the joint gap
is increased. In order to determine

what size shoulder bolts to use as the

clevis pins, three sets of shoulder bolts
were found. These three sets were

designated pin sets "one," "two," and

"three." Pin set one had the largest

diameters and pin set three the
smallest. The holes in the clevis and

tang assembly were fabricated and

Fig. 17. Photograph of the 180 ° truss orientation

test setup.

assembled using the best tolerance control that was available given our budget constraints. It was

hoped that by using an interference fit of only 0.001 inches between the holes and the stainless

steel inserts, defects such as the holes being out of round and having unpredictable sizes would be

minimized. This was only partially successful. After inserting many sleeves it became apparent

that an out-of-round of 0.00005 inches would have to be accepted on about half the inserts. A

similar standard was applied to the shoulder bolts. If a shoulder bolt had more than a 0.0001-inch

taper or was more than 0.00005 inches out of round, it could not be used. This limited the supply

of shoulder bolts that could be used since most did not meet these stringent specifications.

The final pin set selected for use in the Flight Model truss was chosen on the basis of the

measured decay in twang tests performed with each pin set and twang tests done on a completely

locked truss. The decays were dependent on the amount of gap in the joints. It was important to

find a set of pins with a very small amount of gap that would still demonstrate damping, which

was very dependent on gravity-induced preloads. Pin set one had diametrical gaps ranging from

0.00025 to 0.00055 inches. Pin set two had diametrical gaps ranging from 0.0005 to 0.0008

inches. Pin set three has diametrical gaps ranging from 0.0008 to 0.001 inches.
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The first twang tests performed were done with all 68 joints locked. A graph of the accelerations

recorded during a bend one mode test in the 0 ° truss orientation with all joints locked is shown in

Fig. 18. The vibrational decay shown follows the typical exponential decay that is expected in

such a system. The vibrations take roughly 6 seconds to damp out, and are indicative of a lightly

damped system. These tests provide a reference point for pin size testing since the damping rates

of various pin and gap sizes can be compared to this setup in which there is no gap present. The

bend two mode tests results are very similar to the bend one mode and only the bend one mode

tests are presented here. The torsional results are discussed separately in section 6.0 of this

report. Decays from typical bend two and torsion mode tests are illustrated in Appendix C.

Figure 19 shows the measured decay for a twang test, using pin set one, in the bend one direction,

with the truss in a 0 ° truss orientation. The damping is dramatically increased. However, after

one full second there is still some vibration in the bend one direction. It was noted that some of

the pins in pin set one could not be easily inserted into the joints. It is suspected that slight

misalignments between the separate clevis and tang fitting effectively eliminated most of the joint

gap. This might explain the low damping observed at small amplitudes.

The acceleration time history for a twang test, in the bend one mode direction,

using pin set two is shown in Fig. 20. The signal is seen to damp out in roughly one second.

Figure 21 illustrates the vibrational decay of a bend one mode twang test when pin set three was

employed. The data show the vibrations are completely decayed around 0.6 seconds.

Furthermore, the damping at low amplitudes was much greater than the previous two pin sets.

This is thought to occur primarily because at low amplitudes the gravity-induced preloads prevent

the joint from traversing the deadband region when the gaps are small. Thus, a major component

of joint damping was absent at lower amplitudes. Pin set two was selected for additional testing

since it provided a good compromise between keeping pin gaps small and yet still having a

significant increase in damping due to the joints.
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Fig. 18. Bend 1 mode twang test will all joints locked, 0 ° truss orientation.

3 .

Fig. 19.
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Bend 1 mode twang test with pin set 1, 0 ° truss orientation.
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Fig. 20. Bend 1 mode twang test with pin set 2, 0 ° truss orientation.
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Fig. 21. Bend 1 mode twang test with pin set 3, 0 ° truss orientation.
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Further testing showed some of the gaps were either too large or too small so new pins were tried

in these joints. The pin sizes, clevis hole sizes, tang hole sizes, and gap sizes for the truss are

listed in Table 3. It should be noted that the first number listed under the heading Pin Number

represents the joint the pin was intended for, and the second number represents the pin set it came

from. Therefore, the 4-1 listed for joint number one means the pin was originally intended to be

placed in joint four, and belongs in pin set one. This had to be done since the desired gap could

not be achieved by pins intended for joint one, and the supply of pins that met the taper and out-

of-round specifications was quite small.

Table 3. JDX Flight Model truss final pin set, clevis, and tang sizes

Joint First Clevis Second

Number Diameter Clevis Tang Pin Pin Diametric

Diameter Diameter Number Diameter Gap

1 0.18715 0.18725 0.18705 4-1 0.18660 0.00045

2 0.18725 0.18720 0.18720 2-3 0.18660 0.00060

3 0.18730 0.18720 0.18725 3-1 0.18665 0.00055

4 0.18715 0.18705 0.18720 4-2 0.18640 0.00065

5 0.18720 0.18715 0.18715 5-2 0.18670 0.00045

6 0.18720 0.18715 0.18725 6-2 0.18640 0.00075

7 0.18720 0.18730 0.18725 7-1 0.18645 0.00075

8 0.18725 0.18720 0.18720 8-2 0.18635 0.0008

Figure 22 shows the locations of all eight unlocked joints. It is seen that the odd- numbered joints

correspond to the primary struts, while the even-numbered struts correspond to the cross struts.
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Fig. 22. Illustration of the pinned joint locations and identification numbers.

While general damping information can be inferred by simple inspection of the decay of various

twang tests, it was desired to examine how the damping varied with oscillation amplitude. This

was done through the use of a FORTRAN computer code that calculated the logarithmic

decrement of the various signals. The logarithmic decrement is a measure of damping in a single-

degree-of-freedom system. The logarithmic decrement relates the decay of a vibration's peak

amplitudes to damping and is given by Eq. 1.

5=-nl ln(A-_) Eq. 1

where: fi = logarithmic decrement

n = number of cycles

Ao = initial peak amplitude

A, = peak amplitude after n cycles

The logarithmic decrement was computed over each cycle (n = 1) of the twang tests. The two

amplitudes used to compute the logarithmic decrement are averaged and plotted against the

logarithmic decrement to show how the damping varies with amplitude. The average amplitudes

are slightly lower than the twang test acceleration amplitudes since the data was smoothed before

logarithmic decrements were computed. The decays were smoothed to remove the high

frequency hash, which is seen in Figs. 19, 20, and 21. With the hash removed the computer

program could easily determine the peak amplitudes appropriate for each oscillation. Smoothing

was found to have no measurable effect on the logarithmic decrement calculations since all the

peaks are smoothed uniformly. The smoothing did reduce average amplitudes by approximately
10%.
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The twang tests of the JDX truss can be treated as basically single degree of freedom system if

only one mode of the truss is excited. This is not to say that no torsional or bend two mode

excitation occurs during a bend one test, for example. However, the excitation of other modes is

small enough that a single-degree-of-freedom measurement of damping such as the logarithmic

decrement yields meaningful damping data. An illustration of the relative amplitudes of the bend

one and bend two modes during a bend one mode test can be found in Appendix C. Figure 23 is a

chart of the logarithmic decrement values for the various pin sets plotted versus the average

amplitude. The data points shown are strictly for identification of the various curves and were

generated by curve fitting the measured data. Complete curve fit equations for all logarithmic

decrement curves can be found in Appendix D. The data points shown in the plots in Appendix

D are the logarithmic decrement values computed from 10 twang tests. The scatter in the

measured data can be seen in these plots. The logarithmic decrements of the various pin sets

clearly indicate that as the amount of deadband in the joints increases, so does the damping.

-----O---- Locked .............,_-..........Pin set one

+ Pin set two 0 Pin set three

Fig. 23.
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Logarithmic decrement data from the three pins sets and for a locked truss.
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4.3 Baseline Testing

After the final pin set had been chosen, baseline twang tests were taken to record the dynamic

characteristics of the Flight Model truss. The baseline tests were taken in all three truss

orientations shown in Fig. 22. By comparing the twang tests in the various positions the influence

of gravity on damping can be observed. Figure 24 illustrates the first 1.0 seconds of decay during

a bend one mode twang test performed with all joints locked with a 0 ° truss orientation. The

truss has low damping. Figure 25 illustrates a bend one mode twang test with eight unlocked

joints in the 0 ° truss orientation. Comparing Fig. 24 and Fig. 25 demonstrates that the addition of

the eight unlocked joints changes the dynamics of the truss considerably. The damping in the

truss increases significantly, and the peaks of the acceleration are no longer smooth. The hash

seen in the peaks of this twang test are suspected to be attributed to impacting in the joints.

Impacting occurs when the joint moves completely through the dead band, causing the strut to go

from tension to compression or vice versa. Impacting is suspected to be a major contributor to

the damping in the Flight Model truss.

.2 .4 .6 .8 1.

Time (s)

Fig. 24. Bend 1 mode twang test in the 0 ° truss orientation with all joints locked.
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Bend 1 mode baseline twang test in the 0 ° truss orientation.
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When the truss is placed in the 90 ° orientation, the maximum effect of gravity preloads is seen.

Figure 26 shows a bend one test taken in the 90 ° truss orientation. Note that the Kistler K-beam

accelerorneters used can sense constant or "DC" accelerations. Thus the equilibrium acceleration

in Fig. 26 is approximately -1 g, since in the 90 ° truss orientation, gravity acts in the negative

direction on this accelerometer. The initial decay of the 90 ° test has a damping rate similar to the

decay of the 0 ° test. However, the initial oscillations are not symmetrical and appear truncated in

the positive direction. The hash attributed to impacting is clearly seen. As the amplitude of the

vibrations decreases, the behavior of the truss changes. Joint movement through the deadband

can only occur when the truss moves upward far enough to release its weight off the joint. The

initial oscillations appear truncated near the zero acceleration level, which should correspond to

the deadband region for the joints. Thus as the acceleration amplitude of the tip mass drops

below one G, the ability of the joint to move through the deadband will be inhibited. This is

shown in Fig. 26 when the peaks begin to show less hash. When there is no movement through

the joint deadband region, the damping decreases dramatically, and the acceleration data becomes

closer to that of the locked truss than the unlocked truss.
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Fig. 26.
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Bend 1 mode baseline twang test in the 90 ° truss orientation.

When the twang tests are taken in the 180 ° orientation, it is reasonable to expect that the data

would be very similar to data recorded in 0 ° tests. Figure 27 shows that this is indeed the case.

The same characteristic hash of a lightly preloaded structure is evident and the decay time is
similar.

The logarithmic decrement plots of the four above mentioned tests are shown in Fig. 28. It is

important to note that there were two logarithmic decrement curves generated for the 90 °

orientation tests. This is because of the nonsymmetric nature of the acceleration time histories in

the 90 ° orientation. Therefore, one logarithmic decrement curve is generated for the positive

peaks and another is generated for the negative peaks. The curve plotted in Fig. 28 is the

logarithmic decrement of the negative peaks. The similarities between the logarithmic decrement

of the 90 ° orientation tests to the locked tests are obvious. The 180 ° and 0 ° orientation tests also

have an obvious similarity. From these tests it is evident that the effect of gravity on the dynamic

characteristics of the truss is significant, and the orientation of the truss with respect to the gravity

vector is very important.
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Fig. 28. Logarithmic decrement curves for the Bend 1 mode baseline tests.
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4.4 Cold Cell Testing

The Space Shuttle flight on which JDX

was scheduled to fly was designated a

"cold" mission. This meant the space

shuttle's cargo bay doors would be open

and facing deep space for much of the

mission. Accordingly, the performance

of the experiment at low temperatures
was a concern. In order to assure that

the experiment would function correctly

over a wide temperature range, tests

were conducted in a thermal vacuum

chamber. The thermal vacuum chamber

or cold cell is located in the Space

Dynamics Laboratory facilities in the

Petersen Engineering Building. The

tests were taken at 20 ° C, 10 ° C, 0 ° C, -

10 ° C, and -20 ° C. The test setup for

these tests is shown in Fig. 29.

The experiment was placed in the

experiment canister with the three round

steel plates and aluminum plate bolted to
the bottom of the canister. The cold cell

did not have any mounting points that

would allow the experiment to be bolted

to the floor. Therefore, four thread rods

were preloaded against two wooden

............ iF :: .....................

Fig. 29. Photograph of JDX inside the cold cell.
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blocks that pushed against the chamber ceiling in an attempt to provide a stiffer mount. When

nuts were tightened on the thread rod, the experiment was forced solidly against the ceiling and

floor. Even with the thread rods the mount was less than perfect and some coupling with the cold

cell did occur. Testing was performed in only the 0 ° orientation because the purpose of these

tests was to gain insight into the effects of temperature on the truss, not the effects of temperature

and gravity on the truss. The battery packs that would be used on the space shuttle flight were

used to power the experiment during these tests in order to insure they could provide the

necessary power at the various temperatures.

It was found that the batteries could perform 90 twang tests before the voltage dropped to

unacceptable levels. Only 30 tests would be performed during the space shuttle flight so this was

deemed acceptable. However, one problem with the power system at low temperatures was

brought to light by these tests. At temperatures lower than -20 ° C, the diodes that protect the



batteriessufferedlargevoltagedropsacrossthem,causingmalfunctionsin thedataloggerand
experimentcontroller. Therefore,it wasimportantthat theexperimentonly operateat
temperaturesabove-20 ° C.

Another concern with low temperature operation was the locker mechanism. Because of

aforementioned difficulties with the locker, there was concern that at lower temperatures the

lubricants used would stiffen and would prevent its normal operation. For this reason the locker

was tested numerous times, but no problems were detected.

The logarithmic decrement of bend one tests in the cold cell at the various temperatures is shown

in Fig. 30. From this some important conclusions about the low temperature effects on the truss

can be drawn. It is seen that all of the curves except the -20 ° C curve have the same basic shape

and very similar amplitudes. This implies that temperature has very little effect on the dynamics of

the Flight Model truss until it drops to about -20 ° C. The testing on the space shuttle was

scheduled to begin during the first day of the mission so the temperature of the experiment was

not expected to be lower than 0 ° C. From the data gathered during cold cell testing, no problems

due to low temperatures were anticipated.

_-20 degree_ C _-10 degrees C

----_--- 0 degrees C ---e---- 10 degreev C

........................_0 degree_ C
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Fig. 30. Logarithmic decrement curves for the Bend 1 mode cold cell twang tests.
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5.0 LOW-G AIRCRAFT TESTING

To simulate the microgravity environment of space, JDX was tested aboard NASA's KC-135

low-G aircraft. In theory this testing would allow data to be taken in a gravitational environment

similar to the space shuttle cargo bay. The aircraft simulates microgravity by flying large

parabolas which provide over 20 seconds of microgravity during each parabola. This was ample

time to complete a twang test. However, it was not clear whether or not the experiment would

be isolated sufficiently from input vibrations. To give the experiment the best chance of recording

useful data, tests were taken in two different setups. In each of the setups, the experiment was

placed in the testing canister with the three round, steel plates bolted to the bottom of the

canister. A railing that completely surrounded the can was bolted to the steel plates to provide

ease of handling during the microgravity tests.

In the first setup,

illustrated in Fig. 31, the

experiment is bolted to
the floor of the aircraft.

Because of the high

sensitivity of the truss

to vibration inputs from

the base, this setup was

not expected to be

particularly successful.

The second setup
available in the low-G

aircraft is the free-float

test. This is shown in

Fig. 32. During a free-

float test the experiment .........

is not secured to any Fig. 31.
structure and is allowed

Photograph of JDX attached to the aircraft floor for testing.

to float in the microgravity environment. Based on previous tests of the Engineering Model truss

on the aircraft, it was believed that this configuration would provide the greatest chance of

generating useful data. The total mass of the test article was 554 pounds, which was the upper

limit NASA personnel felt comfortable with. The steel plates attached to the base were designed

to provide a stiff and massive base. A linear finite element model of the free float test predicted

only an 8% shift in frequency of the two bending modes when compared with a fixed boundary

condition. This indicates that this setup is close to a cantilevered boundary condition.
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Thetestingaboardthelow-G aircraftfor
the FlightModel trusstook placeover
four daysfrom October25 to October
28, 1994.During thefirst 2 daysof the
flight, testingwasdonein thefirst
configuration.As anticipated,thedata
from thesetestswasunusablebecauseof
input vibrationsfromthe aircraftandan
insufficientlystiff mount. Thethirdday
of low-G testingwascanceledbecause
of roughair, leavingonly onedayto
performthefree-floattests. Onthe
fourth andfinal dayof testing,successful
freefloat testswereaccomplished.
Figure33illustratesa bendonetest
takenduringfreefloat. Thereare
severalsignificantfactorsto notein Fig.
33. First,the decayof the signalis faster
thaneventhe0° orientationground
tests. Second,thehashthatwas

Fig. 32. Photograph of JDX during a free float test

onboard the KC-135 aircraft.

observed in the unlocked truss decays is present at even the lowest amplitudes of the low-G test.

This gives insight into the greater damping observed in the micro gravity environment. The hash

in the peaks of the signal has previously been attributed to impacting in the joint. In the 0 ° truss

orientation ground tests there were gravity-induced preloads in the truss. At sufficiently small

amplitudes these preloads are large enough to prohibit the joint from moving through the

deadband. However, the microgravity tests had no such preloads and impacting occurred during

the entire decay. The only significant preloads that could have existed in the truss during these

tests would be due to assembly. As previously mentioned, those preloads were minimized by a

rigorous assembly process. The increase in damping is further illustrated in Fig. 34, which

compares the logarithmic decrements of a bend one mode test in a 0 ° truss orientation with a low-

G test. This clearly shows the damping in the truss is further increased in the microgravity
environment.
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6.0 TORSION MODE GROUND AND LOW-G TEST RESULTS

Up to this point only the results from tests of the bend one mode of the truss have been used to

draw conclusions. As previously mentioned, the bend two mode tests gave very similar results to

the bend one mode. The bend two mode tests results are documented in Appendix C. However,

the torsion mode in the truss has very different behavior when there is gap in the joints. A linear

finite element model of the truss predicted a torsion mode occurring at approximately 118 Hz.

When all 68 joints of the truss are locked, the torsion mode can be readily identified. Figure 35

shows a torsion mode test taken with all joints locked in the 0 ° orientation. When a Fast Fourier

Transform (FFT) is done on this time history, as seen in Fig. 36, the two bending modes and the

torsion mode can be seen. The bending modes are easily excited during a torsion mode test. The

large spike at about 118 Hz is the observed torsion mode. However, when the eight unlocked

joints are introduced the torsion mode disappears and is replaced by higher frequency modes. The

decay of a torsion mode ground test taken in the 0 ° truss orientation with eight unlocked joints is

illustrated in Fig. 37. Figure 38 shows the results of a FFF performed on this time history. The

FFT shows very little sign of the expected torsion mode and instead shows a mode that occurs at

approximately 800 Hz. Figure 39 is a FFF performed on a baseline torsion mode test taken in the

90 ° truss orientation. The torsion mode at 110 Hz is present along with bending modes at about

35 Hz. In the 90 ° truss orientation, the bending modes are strongly coupled to the torsion mode.

Thus, one can not excite a torsion mode without exciting the two bending modes of the truss.

This is cause by the truss being slightly deformed by the gravity load and the truss vibrates around

this new equilibrium position. Thus, Fig. 39 shows that the bending and torsion modes have

equivalent amplitudes. The response of the 800 Hz mode is small in this case. When a FFT is

performed on a low-G torsion mode test, as seen in Fig. 40, the results are very similar to those

seen in the baseline torsion mode test in the 0 ° orientation. Thus, the torsion mode disappears if

joint loads are small. The torsion mode is only observed when the gravity induced preloads are

large enough to prevent the joint from entering the deadband of the joint. The exact cause of this

phenomena is not known but is under investigation.
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7.0 SPACE FLIGHT TESTING

During the week spanning May

1 through May 5, 1995, the

Joint Damping Experiment was

integrated with the GAS

bridge, which would later be

installed into the space shuttle.

Integration consists of

delivering the experiment to !_. ,,

NASA at the Kennedy Space

Center (KSC) and subjecting it

to numerous safety and

operational checks to insure a

safe and hopefully successful

flight. One of the primary

concerns of the safety

inspectors at KSC was the
containment of the batteries.

For this reason the battery box

was completely disassembled

and inspected. After passing

inspection the experiment was

placed in an insulated GAS

canister and prepared for

mounting to the GAS

bridge. The GAS

bridge is a large
aluminum structure that

spans the space shuttle's

cargo bay allowing

several mounting places
for numerous

experiments. A picture

of the GAS bridge with
the JDX canister

mounted to it is shown

in Fig. 41. Figure 42 is

a photograph of the

GAS bridge.

Fig. 41. Photograph of JDX attached to the GAS

bridge.

Fig. 42. Photograph of the GAS bridge.
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Theassembly procedures of the GAS bridge require that when the canisters are attached, they do

not induce high preloads in the bridge. For this reason one of the three mounts connecting the

GAS canisters to the GAS bridge is described as a "rattle mount." This connecting point has a

clearance fit pin in a hinge mounting assembly. This was a cause for concern since JDX is very

sensitive to how it is mounted as noted in the Flight Model truss tests. In order to investigate the

behavior of the truss before launch, a series of twang tests was performed after the experiment

was mounted to the bridge. This series of tests revealed that the two bending modes of the JDX

truss was coupling with vibration modes in the bridge. Fig. 43 shows a bend one test taken just

after JDX was mounted to the GAS bridge. The coupling with the bridge causes low amplitude

vibrations that last several seconds. This is clearly seen in the lower amplitudes of this twang test.

Bend two tests also revealed coupling with the bridge. This coupling is believed to be caused by

one of several natural modes of the GAS bridge assembly which are excited by the twang tests. It

is important to note that when these twang tests were performed, the GAS bridge was not in the

cargo bay of the Space Shuttle. When the bridge is mounted in the cargo bay, it is mounted at

five points, four at each of the top corners of the bridge and one at the bottom. However, when

experiments are mounted to the bridge, it is supported by a large cradle on wheels, which allowed

easy transport of the large assembly. Figure 42 shows the bridge mounted in the cradle. The

cradle does not attach to the bridge in any of the five flight mounting points. Instead the cradle is

bolted to the top beams on both sides of the bridge. This mount proved to be quite flexible and

the coupling made it very difficult to interpret the results. When the testing was complete, the

batteries were charged a final time.
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Fig. 43. Bend 1 mode twang test conducted during Space Shuttle integration.
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7.1 Modeling of Bridge Coupling

From the results of the integration testing it was apparent that coupling with the GAS bridge

could cause problems with analysis of the flight tests. An effort was made to analyze the bridge

to determine if the coupling would be a problem during flight. A finite element model of the GAS

bridge and accompanying payloads created by Swales and Associates for the CAPL project was

obtained. In the finite element model, each GAS payload was represented by a concentrated

mass. At the JDX payload location, a beam element was added to the model to represent the JDX

truss. This beam was attached at the location of the GAS base plate and had the same mass and

frequency characteristics as the truss. A twang test was simulated by displacing the beam element

and releasing it. The resulting decay was noted at the same locations where accelerations were

measured. Coupling was examined by looking at the output from the accelerometer mounted to

the JDX base plate in the Z direction (along the long axis of the truss). During the integration

tests, the Z axis accelerometer had the largest output of the three accelerometers mounted to the

base plate. During normal ground tests with a "stiff" mount, all the accelerometers mounted to

the base plate would not show any movement during the decay. Thus, any motion of the base

plate indicates coupling with the GAS bridge.

The model was modified to simulate the twang tests performed during integration. The payloads

that were not present when the payload integration testing was performed were removed.

However, a problem arose when modeling the cradle that supported the bridge during this testing.

As mentioned before, the cradle had hard rubber wheels supporting it and therefore was not a

very stiff mount. An accurate model of this mount was very difficult to determine. The cradle

model was modified such that the reasonable agreement with measured data was obtained. It was

noted that the model was very sensitive to how the cradle was modeled.

The model was then modified to simulate flight conditions. The cradle elements were removed

and restraints simulating the Space Shuttle attach points were added along with all the payloads

attached to the GAS bridge. Again, a twang test was simulated and the resulting decay
monitored.

Figure 44 illustrates the predicted displacement of the base plate in the Z direction for one second

during a bend 1 mode twang test. Both the integration test case and the Shuttle flight conditions

are illustrated in Figure 44. The coupling of the tip mass and the bridge is quite apparent in the

growing and dying of the base plate displacements. The model predicts coupling would occur for

both integration and flight conditions. However, coupling during flight was predicted to be much

less than the coupling seen in the model of the integration tests. No damping was assumed in this

model and the model was believed to be approximate at best.
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Fig. 44.
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Predicted Z displacements of the base plate during a bend 1 mode twang test.

A normal modes analysis was conducted on the finite element model of the flight configuration to

examine which modes were responsible for the mode coupling. The results showed numerous

modes were present with frequencies close 35 Hz. (the bend 1 mode frequency). Two modes at

34 and 40 Hz. have mode shapes which would appear to couple with the JDX truss. These mode

shapes are illustrated in Figures 45 and 46, respectively.
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Fig. 45. Predicted 34 Hz. GAS bridge mode shape.

J

Fig. 46. Predicted 40 Hz. GAS bridge mode shape.
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7.2 Flight Results

On September 7, 1995, the Space Shuttle Endeavor was launched successfully from the Kennedy

Space Center carrying the Joint Damping Experiment into orbit. The testing schedule as

described in Section 3.4 was followed precisely, with the baro-switch closing properly and Relay

B closing just before the first astronaut sleep period. Thirty twang tests were performed and

temperatures for the first week of the mission were logged. During the week of October 1, 1995,

the data and experiment were retrieved from KSC.

The temperature of the experiment during the flight was a concern. These data are illustrated in

Fig. 47. The twang tests were conducted between 9 and 10 hours after launch. The experiment

during that time had a temperature of approximately 19.5 °C. Thus, room temperature conditions

existed during the twang tests and no adjustments due to temperature are needed when comparing

the results with ground tests. As is seen in Fig. 47 the lowest temperature the experiment reached

during the time recorded was around 0 ° C. Therefore, even if the testing had been performed

later in the mission, temperature would not have been a large concern.

As predicted by the finite element model of the GAS bridge, the coupling that occurred between

the experiment and bridge was greatly reduced. Figure 48 is a comparison between a bend one

mode test taken during the space shuttle flight and a bend one mode test taken during low-G

testing. Mode coupling between the GAS bridge and the truss is only visible in the very low

amplitude oscillation that persists after about 0.3 seconds. The coupling can be ignored except at

these low amplitudes. The signals are so similar it is difficult to tell them apart. For the bend two

mode tests the signals are again similar; however, there is a greater amount of coupling in the

bend two tests (see Fig. 49). Figure 50 is a plot of the logarithmic decrement curve of the bend

one flight tests versus the logarithmic decrement curve of the bend one low-G tests. These two

curves are very similar, though there is some deviation. Possible reasons for this deviation will be

discussed in the next section. However, it is reasonable to conclude that the low-G test results

are essentially identical to the space flight tests. Thus, the space flight tests have verified the

accuracy and conclusions drawn from the data collected on the low-G aircraft. For this reason

the space flight tests are regarded as a success. Furthermore, the low-G test platform is believed

to provide superior results since no coupling with other structural elements occurs.

The torsion mode twang tests results were essentially identical to those from ground tests at a 0 °

truss orientation as seen in Figures 37 and 38.
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7.3 Postflight Ground Testing

After the Joint Damping Experiment was returned to Utah State University, a series of ground

tests in the 0 ° truss orientation was conducted in the basement of the Peterson Engineering

building. The purpose of these ground tests was to see if the dynamics of the truss had changed

since the baseline tests were taken. Since the baseline tests were taken just prior to payload

integration, any change in the truss would have occurred between delivery to KSC and retrieval.

Figure 51 is a plot of the decays from a bend one mode baseline test and a bend one mode post-

flight test. Clearly the two signals are very similar until lower amplitudes when the post- flight

test shows a significant change. This change is illustrated best by Fig. 52. The logarithmic

decrement curves for the bend one mode baseline and post flight tests show a striking similarity

until the amplitude of accelerations decreases to about 0.2 G. Obviously the dynamics of the truss

have changed at low amplitudes. This change was not entirely unexpected. When the truss was

shipped to Houston, Texas and back for low-G testing, a similar change occurred. It is suspected

that the truss and more importantly the joints are subjected to constant vibrations during the long

trip. These vibrations may cause changes in the alignment of the joints allowing for some

preloads to be worked out or also produce wear on the joints, which would increase joint

deadband. Each time the truss was shipped, the pin diameters were checked but no measurable

change was detected in the pins. The clevis and pin-hole diameters could not be checked since the

entire truss would have to be disassembled in order to do this. Although no measurable change

was found in the pin diameters, obvious wear marks could be seen easily on the pins. These

marks formed bands around the circumference of the pin corresponding to the clevis-tang

interfaces. The presence of these marks indicates a change of diameter could have occurred in

these localized areas even though it is undetectable with our micrometer. Similarly it is logical to

assume this same change of diameter would have also occurred in the clevis and pin-hole

diameters since the inserts in these holes are made from the same material as the pins. Since the

scale with which these measurements are being made is so small, it is possible that the clevis and

tang inserts had ridges on their edges. These ridges would cause the pins to wear in the manner

observed.

The change in the truss dynamics does make it more difficult to draw conclusions about the

influence of gravity on damping. However, it is significant to note that the dynamic behavior of a

truss using pinned joints can change over time. Fortunately, going from a 1-G to a microgravity

environment has more influence on truss dynamics than the observed "drift" caused by wear or

realignment in the joints.
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8.0 STRUT CHARACTERIZATION TESTS

Concurrent with the truss twang testing effort was another effort to characterize the dynamic

behavior of a single strut with a single pinned joint. The strut used was identical to those in the

truss. Experimental data was collected using a force-state mapping (FSM) technique. The strut

was subjected to axial dynamic loads and the response of the strut was measured.

8.1 Experimental Setup

Figure 53 illustrates the test setup. The test bed was designed to accommodate struts of various

lengths and to test in either a horizontal or vertical orientation although the horizontal orientation

was used. It is a two inch thick steel plate mounted to a one inch thick steel plate which is

secured to the floor. A cast steel backstop is used as a semi-rigid reference to which a test piece

is mounted. A 50 lb. electrodynamic vibrator applies a force to one end of the strut. A force

transducer and an accelerometer are mounted axially at the point of load application. Three fiber

optic displacement sensors are placed at 120 ° intervals around the strut. The high output range of

these sensors is approximately :t0.002 inch. Averaging the output of the three produces the axial

displacement without bending effects. The velocity is obtained by differentiation of the

displacement. Figure 54 is a photograph of the test setup.

Fig. 53.
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Illustration of the Force State Map test setup.
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Fig. 54. Photograph of the Force State Map test setup.

The accuracy of the test bed was verified by testing aluminum tubing with known stiffness and

low damping characteristics. Initial tests demonstrated that small displacements could occur in

the backstop. To compensate for this movement, a fourth displacement sensor was added to

measure the motion of the fixed end. One displacement sensor is adequate as it can be mounted

axially with the strut. The axial elongation of the strut is found as the average of the front end

displacements minus the back end displacement. This elongation is then differentiated to find the

velocity. Measured and predicted stiffness data for the test specimens indicated reasonable

agreement when the specimen stiffness was in the range of the strut stiffness.

The strut has two types of joints. On one end the joint has a press fit pin and behaves linearly.

The other end has a clearance fit pin as illustrated in Fig. 6. Tang and clevis holes are press fit

with hardened steel inserts. The pin is a shoulder bolt. The hardness of the pin and the sleeves is

intended to reduce wear and therefore reduce dimensional changes affecting performance. This

"hard" interface encourages impacting and rebounding as they come into contact. As previously

mentioned, the deadband in the pinned joint is adjusted by using different diameter pins.

Testing was done with two tube lengths, three pin diameters, and three forcing frequencies. The

three pin diameters were 0.1862 in., 0.1864 in., and 0.1866 in. The hole diameter was 0.1871 in.
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Forcingfrequencieswere 1Hz, 35Hz, and100Hz correspondingto quasi-staticconditionsand
thebend1andtorsionvibrationmodesof theJDX truss.

In orderto fill in therestoringforce surface,arangeof testing amplitudes was recorded. This

was done using an amplitude modulated forcing function. One period of the modulating signal

was recorded. Thus, the state space was traversed twice. Data rates up to 8000 samples per

second where tested to ensure that all of the dynamic characteristics where recorded. Due to

memory limitations the tests were recorded at 200 samples per second for the 1 Hertz tests, 2000

samples per second for the 35 Hertz tests, and 4000 samples per second for the 100 Hertz tests.

8.2 Force State Map Results

Initially it seemed that the results in the time domain included too many high frequency vibrations

and rebounds to form a single surface. Upon close examination of the results in the displacement-

velocity-net force domain, it can be seen that the restoring force is a single surface even when

"hard" impacts occur.

Figure 55 shows the surface formed by the tests on the short tubing with a 0.1862 in. pin and 1

Hz forcing frequency. Visually it is possible to identify several nonlinear effects. The deadband is

evident in the displacement direction. Due to the deadband, the stiffness is very cubic in nature.

In the deadband region, the velocity data makes a step at the origin. This indicates Coulombic

friction damping. Outside of the deadband region, the velocity appears to behave linearly, much

like linear viscous damping.

To use this surface as an aid in model development, a form of the restoring function must be

assumed and fit to the surface. A higher order function could be fit to the surface. However, our

objective is to fit relatively simple functions to the surface which could be used in a finite element

model of the strut. The stiffness in the simple model could be determined using two different sets

of terms. The first would be a linear and a cubic stiffness term. This would fit the data best since

it appears very cubic. However, it would require a higher order model. The second is a piece-

wise linear fit. This fit would include linear terms representing the stiffness in the tension,

compression, and deadband zones. These linear terms are easiest to include in a fmite element

model. The damping terms could be linear viscous damping and/or Coulomb friction damping.
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Fig. 55.

i

Force State Map surface for a quasi-static test.

Figures 56, 57, and 58 show the force-displacement curves for the data plus least squares curve

fits with the cubic stiffness and combinations of damping terms as given in Eqs. 2, 3, and 4.

f (x,J¢) = Kx + K3x 3 .-I- BJc

f (x,.ic) = Kx + K3x 3 + N sign(±)

f (x,.2) = Kx + K3x 3 + B.ic + N sign(x)

Eq. 2

Eq. 3

Eq. 4

These curves show the data for the short strut with a 0.1862 inch pin and a 1 Hz forcing

frequency. Figure 56 (Eq. 2) shows the results with a linear viscous damping term. The fit is

good on the tension and compression slopes but very poor in the deadband zone. The Coulomb

friction damping term is applied in Fig. 57 (Eq. 3). This term does provide a step function.

However, this step does not fit the tension and compression regions well. These regions appear

lightly damped. Since the fit is applied based on the error over the entire data set, the step size

gets averaged down and the Coulomb term becomes too small to fit the deadband region well.

Figure 58 (Eq. 4) shows that the combined linear viscous term and Coulomb friction term still do

not fit the deadband region properly when applied over the entire range simultaneously. The

worst parts of each are accentuated.
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Fig. 56 Plot showing the data for the short strut with a 0.1862 in. pin and 1 Hz forcing

frequency compared to the curve fit given by Eq. 2.
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frequency compared to the curve fit given by Eq. 4.

None of these fits seem to work well enough without applying different damping terms in

different regions. The viscous term should be applied to the tension and compression zones and

the Coulomb friction term should be applied to the deadband zone. Another approach could be

used which obtains approximate information from various plots. This approach is best presented

by an example.
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8.3 Finite Element Modeling Development

As an example of how to use FSM data in the development of a finite element model, a model will

be developed for a short strut with a 0.1862 inch pin and 35 Hz forcing frequency. Figure 59

shows the measured map. Based upon this map and the possible nonlinearities in the strut

dynamics which were presented earlier, a simple finite element model of the strut in the test bed

was constructed as shown in Fig. 60. This figure includes an illustration of the corresponding

strut in the test bed. The elements shown in Fig. 60 are available in MSC/NASTRAN. Elements

numbered 1 through 6 are beam elements modeling the strut and shaker. Elements 7 and 8 are

gap elements which allow deadband during the load cycles. Element 9 is another gap element

which is always closed and simulates Coulomb friction during deadband motion. Element 10 is a

viscous damping element. The measured masses were lumped to their respective nodes. The

fmite element model requires the input of several parameters which can be approximated from the
measured data.

Fig. 59. Force state map of measured data for the short strut with a 0.1862 inch pin and a

35 Hz. forcing frequency.
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Fig. 60. Blustration of the strut in the test bed and the corresponding finite element model.

First, each beam element must be assigned a stiffness which is a static characteristic. Figure 10

shows the quasi-static data and the average of the tension and compression stiffness, 72,200 lb/in.,

which is the overall strut stiffness. The stiffness of element 3 (see Fig. 60) is known from physical

dimensions. The remaining elements were adjusted in stiffness such that the combined stiffness

equaled the measured overall stiffness. The joint model must be assigned a stiffness for when the

gap is open (6,200 lb./in, from Fig. 61) and a very large stiffness when the gap is closed.
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Fig. 61. Illustration of the determination of stiffness from quasi-static test data for the
finite element model.

Next, from the dynamic data from tests with a 35 Hz forcing frequency, the characteristics of the

gap are determined. The width of the deadband is determined from Fig. 62 to be 0.0014 inch and

is used to set elements 7 and 8 in Fig. 60. Three damping type parameters exist in the model.

The friction surface (element 9 in Fig. 60) produces a constant Coulomb type force. The value

for this force, 5.5 lb., is found as half of the loop width in Fig. 62. The damping coefficient for

element 10 in Fig. 60 was set at 40 lb.-sec/in, after running the model and refining it to fit better.

Each beam element also has material damping. This loss factor was set to 0.008 which is typical
for aluminum at low strains.
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L/

Fig. 62. Illustration of the determination of deadband parameters from dynamic test data

for the finite element model.

These parameters were implemented in a MSC/NASTRAN model excited at 35 Hz with an

amplitude of 156 N (35 lb.). The result is best evaluated by graphical comparison of the

displacement-time history for both the model and the experimental data. Figure 12 shows this

comparison. The results compare very well and indicate that this simple strut model adequately

accounts for the nonlinearities. The next step in model development would be to adjust the

parameters from their nominal values until an even better correlation exists. This would result in a

very accurate characterization of the behavior of a strut with a pinned joint in a test bed.
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0.1862 inch pin and a 35 Hz. forcing frequency.
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9.0 NONLINEAR FINITE ELEMENT MODEL OF THE JDX TRUSS

The MSC/NASTRAN finite element model of a strut presented in the previous section was used

to develop a finite element model of the truss. However, very significant difficulties were

encountered in trying to obtain a solution. MSC/NASTRAN uses an implicit solution scheme and

has difficulties when there are numerous gap elements present and more than one gap element can

close in a single time step. Although it is possible to obtain solutions, it is a very tenuous process.
It was decided to abandon MSC/NASTRAN as a solver and shift to LS-DYNA3D 1° which uses

and explicit solution scheme and is well suited to solving problems involving surface contact.

A single strut model similar to Fig. 60 was constructed using elements available in the program

LS-DYNA3D. Again, it was desired to construct a finite element model of a strut with an

unlocked joint which would be reasonably simple while capturing the most important features of

the strut's behavior. A model was made that would account for the deadband, impacting,

extensional friction, rotational friction, and equivalent viscous damping in the joint. Impacting

and friction can be modeled in LS-DYNA3D by a point contacting or sliding along a surface. The

point and surface used to model impacting and friction form a sliding interface. No stiffness is

assigned to a sliding interface until contact is made, at which time a very high stiffness is assigned

in the direction perpendicular to the surface. After contact, stiffness between the node and

surface in the lateral direction is based on the Coulomb friction force.

Figure 64 illustrates a strut and the beam elements used to model the strut in LS-DYNA3D. An

unlocked joint is located between nodes 2 and 3. The upper half of Fig. 64 shows the elements

used to model the unlocked joint. The coordinate system was defined such that the x axis is

aligned with the strut and the y and z axes are orthogonal to the x axis. Nodes 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, and 9

all lie on the x axis but are offset in the upper part of Fig. 64 for clarity. Elements 1 and 2 are

beam elements used to model the clevis and tang, respectively. Element 10 is the large square in

Fig. 64. Element 10 is a rigid element which is actually formed from several solid elements to

define contact surfaces in the joint. The width of element 10 is the pin diameter used in the joint.

Nodes 3, 8, and 9 were rigidly connected by elements 8 and 9 which penetrate element 10. Under

a tensile strut load, node 9 impacts the surface of rigid element 10, while node 3 impacts element

10 when the load is compressive. Nodes 3 and 9 are initially located a distance equal to half the

joint deadband away from the surface of element 10. Node 8 is located inside a narrow slot in

element 10 and has two functions. First, it is the hinge point for joint rotations. The slot that

contains node 8, although only shown in two dimensions, is three dimensional and prevents

relative displacement between node 8 and element 10 in the y and z directions. The slot is very

narrow (2x10 -6 inch) and is a sliding interface for node 8. Second, it provides extensional friction

as the joint traverses the deadband. A force FN, applied to both element 10 and node 8, maintains

a constant compressive force at the friction interface (assuming lateral shearing forces are not

present). Element 7 is a viscous damper which damps oscillations that occur at the friction

interface when normal force FN is initially applied. Element 6 provides equivalent viscous

damping as the joint traverses the deadband. Nodes 2 and 10 are rigidly connected to element 10
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to form a single rigid part. Rotational friction may be present when either node 3 or node 9 is in

contact with element 10 and there is relative rotation between element 10 and the rigid line of

nodes 3, 8, and 9.

O
z 9

UNLOCKED JOINT

ASSEMBLY

? r
1 (2 & 3)

FN

10
|

i""l

FN

4

ELEMENT

NUMBER DESCRIPTION

ELEMENT NUMBERS

5 6 7

NODE NUMBERS

1, 5 HUB/CLEVIS BEAM ELEMENTS

2, 4 TANG BEAM ELEMENTS

3 TUBE BEAM ELEMENT

6, 7 VISCOUS DAMPING ELEMENTS

8, 9 RIGID BAR ELEMENTS

10 RIGID SOLID ELEMENT

Fig. 64. Finite element model of a strut with an unlocked joint.

Element 10 is actually a composite of several elements formed by combining six solid elements

into a single part. These six solid elements are combined in such a way that a slot is left in the

center of the part. Figure 65 is a three-dimensional cutaway view of the unlocked joint model
which shows five of the blocks used to construct element 10. Care must be taken when

constructing element 10 so that node 8 cannot slip out of the slot. Note that node 8 can

penetrate slightly into the sliding interface of the slot. If the solid blocks used to construct

element 10 do not overlap each other, this penetration of node 8 could allow the node to slip out
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of the slot at the interface between two blocks. Thus in Fig. 6, block B is shaded to show how it

overlaps A, C, D, and E.

Fig. 65.
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mNODE8
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OVERLAPPING BLOCKS USED TO

FORM FRICTION SLOT

Three-dimensional view of the unlocked joint model.

9.1 Determination of Model Parameters from Force-State Map Test Results

Although the model shown in Fig. 64 is simplistic, it captures many of the desired features of an

unlocked joint. Extensional and rotational friction, equivalent viscous damping, deadband, and

impacting are all included in the LS-DYNA3D joint model. Figure 66 shows the expected quasi

static force-displacement relationship for the unlocked joint. KC represents the strut stiffness

when the gap is closed in compression while KT represents the stiffness in tension. DB is the

width of the deadband. For a perfectly aligned strut with identical hole diameters, the deadband

width is equal to twice the difference of the hole diameter and the pin diameter. Finally, W

represents the width of the hysteresis loop and is twice the friction force for the quasi static case.
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At higher velocities the hysteresis loop is wider than the quasi static loop shown in Fig. 55 due to

the viscous damping losses.

APPLIED

FORCE

KT

Fig. 66.

SYMBOL

KT

KC

DB

W

DEFINITION

STRUT STIFFNESS IN TENSION

STRUT STIFFNESS IN COMPRESSION

LENGTH OF THE DEADBAND

WIDTH OF THE DEADBAND (1/2 FRICTION

FORCE)

Expected quasi static force-displacement curve for unlocked joint.

Force-state mapping (FSM) tests reported in the previous section were used to set as many of the

strut properties as possible. The data illustrated in Figures 62 and 63 were used to for values of

KT, KC, DB, and W. Again, KC and KT represent the strut stiffness in compression and tension,

respectively. DB is the width of the deadband. Due to strut misalignment the observed deadband

is less than the expected value. The FSM tests showed that the deadband predicted from the

force-displacement curve was generally 0.0004 to 0.0007 inches less than the expected deadband.

The joint deadband in the model was set equal to the measured deadband rather than the

deadband predicted by measuring the hole and pin diameters. W, the width of the quasi static

hysteresis loop, represents two times the extensional friction force as the joint moves through the
deadband.

Stiffness values were chosen for the five beam elements shown in Fig. 5 such that the

overall strut stiffness would be equal to the average of KC and KT. The stiffness of the tubing

was easily calculated because it has a constant, known cross section. The tang and clevis stiffness

values could not be estimated by hand calculations. Therefore, stiffness values were selected such

that the overall model strut stiffness would be approximately the same as the measured strut
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stiffness values for long and short struts as well as for struts with both joints locked and struts

with one joint unlocked.

The width of the force-displacement hysteresis loop is related to the energy dissipated per cycle in

the strut. This width can be modeled by either friction or viscous damping. The equivalent

viscous damping in the unlocked joints was chosen such that the width of the model hysteresis

curve was approximately equal to the width of the measured hysteresis curve from a FSM test

with dynamic loading.

Figure 67 illustrates force-displacement curves which compare results from a single strut finite

element model with measured data. The comparison in Fig. 67 is for a 35 Hz sinusoidal load

applied to a short locked-unlocked strut. The force shown is the force applied to node 7 (see Fig.

5) while the displacement is the axial displacement of node 7. Although there are differences

between the two curves, the areas (and the energy dissipated per cycle of the strut) are nearly the

same. Figure 68 shows a comparison between the measured and predicted displacement of node

7 as a function of time. The lowest frequency oscillations are a result of the 35 Hz applied force.

The natural frequency of the strut causes the higher frequency oscillations. This higher frequency

strut mode causes the irregular hysteresis loops in Fig. 67. Figure 68 shows that the model

predicts higher amplitude high frequency oscillations. It is noted that the MSC/NASTRAN model

results in Fig. 63 fit the measured strut behavior better. It has recently been determined that the

default contact surface is too soft for this application.
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9.2 Finite Element Model of the Truss

The single strut finite element models were
extended to model the entire JDX truss.

Figure 69 illustrates the finite element

model. Other than the sliding interfaces at

the unlocked joints, the truss was modeled

using beam and plate elements. The

expected deadband in a joint can be

computed as twice the average clevis and

tang hole diameters minus the pin diameters.

The actual deadband at each unlocked joint

is influenced by strut misalignment. It was

not possible to measure the "effective"

deadband of each unlocked joint after the

truss was assembled. An estimate of

"effective" deadband for each joint was

obtained by using two times the smallest of

the two clevis hole diameters and the tang
hole diameter minus two times the diameter

of the pin.

A parameter called global damping is used in

LS-DYNA3D to provide a small amount of

damping for each node in a deformable

structure. Global damping was used to

represent low level material damping. In

essence, global damping defines a viscous

damper between each node of the structure

and ground. The equivalent viscous

damping for each node is proportional to the

mass assigned to the node.

ii i' 7;
iKi
!iii x!i i,

_!,ilj

Fig. 69. Illustration of the finite element model

of the JDX truss.

In order to find the initial deflected position of the truss in either the bend 1 or bend 2 directions,

a 40 lb ramped force was applied to the tip mass for 0.2 seconds, then the force was held constant

for 0.3 seconds to allow the structure to come to rest. A large value of global damping was used

while the truss was being deflected so that all truss vibrations would damp out quickly. At 0.5

seconds the global damping was decreased and the force was removed from the tip mass to allow

the truss to vibrate freely. The displacements, velocities, and accelerations for each node were

stored at 3000 samples per second which was the same sampling rate used in measured data.
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A trussmodelwith all of the joints locked was used to determine an appropriate value for global

damping. The global damping was adjusted in the truss model until the results matched the

measured data for the truss with all joints locked. When the truss was excited in the bend 1

direction, a global damping parameter of 3.0 lb.-sec/in modeled the measured data well. The

global damping was set to 20.0 lb.-sec/in during the 0.5 second truss deflection period. Figure 70

illustrates the deflection of the center of the tip mass in the bend 1 direction. Figure 71 shows the

acceleration of the center of the tip mass for both the measured data and the LS-DYNA3D model.

The release of the tip mass for the model was shifted to 0 seconds in Fig. 71 to match the

measured data. It can also be seen from Fig. 71 that the locked truss natural frequency predicted

by the model matches the measured results for the bend 1 direction.
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Bend 1 displacement of tip mass in locked truss model.
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Fig. 71. Bend 1 acceleration for a locked truss in 0-deg orientation.

The truss model was modified to include eight joints unlocked. Figure 72 compares the model

and measured results for a test in the bend 1 direction in a micro gravity environment. When

power to the magnets in the flight model truss is turned off, the magnetic force decays in an

exponential fashion. The time constant for the decay is not known, but it is approximately 0.01

seconds. This decay occurs during the first, short peak in the acceleration data. The analytical

model uses an instantaneous release of the tip mass. The release of the truss in the LS-DYNA3D
model was shifted to occur at about 0.1 seconds so as to coincide with the second acceleration

peak in the measured data. The model predicts well the natural frequency in the bend 1 direction

(which is a function of amplitude), the high frequency "hash" in the acceleration data, and the

structural damping of the truss. The results for the bend 2 direction are similar to the bend 1

results and thus are not included in this paper.

Figure 73 shows the measured and predicted results for the bend 1 direction in the 0 ° truss

orientation in a 1 G environment. The measured data shows a significant decrease in damping

while the predicted decay is very similar to the micro gravity environment. Figure 74 compares

the bend 1 results in the 90 ° truss orientation when gravity induced strut preloads are maximized.

In this case the model does a good job of simulating most of the effects of high gravity preloads.

However, structural damping in the model is too low. The cause of the discrepancies in the 1 G

environment tests is currently unknown.
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The truss model torsion mode was excited and compared with the measured data. Two 20 lb

forces were applied to the arms of the tip mass in order to twist the truss. Figures 75 and 76

compare the measured and predicted torsion tests for a locked truss and an unlocked truss,

respectively. The results were shifted in time in order to have a similar amplitude peak in the

predicted output occur at the same time as a measured peak. It is seen from Fig. 75 that the

global damping chosen for the bend 1 mode is too large for the torsion mode. An accurate model

of the torsion mode requires a new global damping parameter.

It is informative to look at the frequencies being excited in the truss during the torsion tests.

Figures 77 and 78 show the locked truss frequencies for measured and predicted torsion tests,

respectively. Both figures were generated with about 0.2 seconds of data after the release of the

tip mass. The torsion mode is seen at approximately 110 Hz. Although not at the same

frequencies, both figures show that higher frequency modes are being excited in the locked truss

torsion test. A variety of modes in the tip mass and torsion arms could produce the observed

response. Figures 79 and 80 illustrate the frequencies excited in the measured and predicted

torsion tests for a truss with eight unlocked joints and a truss orientation of 0 °. In both cases the

110 Hz torsion mode disappears and only the higher frequency modes can be seen. It is

significant that a mode that would be predicted by a linear model of the truss can disappear when

a few clearance fit pinned joints are included in the structure. The cause of this response is

unknown. It is, however, interesting that the model and measured data agree in the disappearance

of the torsion mode when the truss uses a few unlocked joints.
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10.0 CONCLUSIONS

The Joint Damping Experiment successfully developed, characterized, and extended modeling

capabilities of a truss which exhibits gravity dependent damping. The construction and important

dimensional parameters of the JDX truss have been covered in detail. Joints in the truss are

described as either "locked" or "unlocked" joints. Locked joints were assembled with

interference fit pins and possess a linear force-displacement relationship. Unlocked joints use

clearance fit pins in the clevis/tang assembly and have a small amount of deadband or slop in the

force displacement relationship. The sizes of the final pin set selected for use in the unlocked

joints in the truss were determined by a series of twang tests using different-sized pins. A series

of tests was also conducted with all the truss joints locked. It was noted that the introduction of

only eight unlocked joints into a truss has a significant effect on truss dynamic behavior. The final

pins selected provided a diametrical gap ranging from 0.00045 to 0.0008 inches. The joint gaps

selected are sufficiently small to produce a truss that feels tight. The truss was carefully

assembled such that assembly-induced preloads were minimized, and unlocked joints would be

able to traverse their deadband regions.

When the final pin set was selected, another series of ground baseline twang tests was conducted.

These twang tests were performed in three orientations with respect to the gravity vector: 0 °, 90 °,

and 180 °. Furthermore, twang tests were also performed on NASA's low-G aircraft. The data

from the low-G aircraft tests was compared with the ground tests to measure the influence of

gravity on the dynamic characteristics of the truss. Damping in the truss was inferred from the

logarithmic decrement of the decay. To show how the damping varies with oscillation amplitude,

the logarithmic decrement was computed for each cycle and plotted as a function of the average

amplitude. By comparing logarithmic decrement plots from the different test conditions, it was

shown that gravity has a profound effect on the dynamic characteristics of the truss. A very

consistent trend showed that as gravity loads decrease, damping increases. The 0 ° tests take

longer to experience total vibrational decay than the low-G twang tests. Furthermore, the tests

taken in the 90 ° orientation take longer to decay than the 0 ° tests.

Whenever the unlocked joints could traverse the deadband region, the decay showed

significant content of high frequency hash or high frequency modes in the truss. These high

frequency modes appear to be caused by impacting in the joints. Impacting in the joints as it

moves through the deadband is thought to be a major contributor to the damping in the truss.

Therefore, it is concluded that gravity preloads in the 0 ° and 90 ° truss orientations tend to

prohibit the movement of the joint through the deadband. In the case of the 0 ° truss orientation,

the gravity-induced preloads are small and therefore the joint is only inhibited at small amplitudes.

The 90 ° truss orientation produces the largest gravity-induced preloads in the truss, and the

movement of the joint through the deadband is inhibited at an acceleration amplitude of less than

approximately one G. When the joints are prevented from traversing the deadband region by high

gravity-induced preloads, the decay resembles that from a truss with all joints locked. The twang
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testsrecordedin the180° orientationareverysimilarto the0° twangtests. Thisis expectedsince
thedirectionof thegravity vectorwith respectto thetrussis simplyreversed,andgravity-induced
preloadsaresimilar.

Twangteststakenin acold cell showedthattemperaturehasno significanteffectson thetruss
until it falls to -20° C. Therefore,evenif theexperimentdid experiencegreaterthanpredicted
temperaturedecreases,thedatacollectedshouldstill bevalid.

Torsionmodetwangtestsweresignificantlyinfluencedbyjoint preloads.Thetorsionmode
woulddisappearwhenjoint preloadsbecamesmall. Whenall thejointsin thetrusswerelocked,
the 110Hz. torsionmodepredictedby alinearfinite elementmodelof thetrusswasobserved.
However,wheneightunlockedjoints arepresentin thetrussandgravitypreloadsaresmall,the
110Hz. torsionmodedisappearsandan800Hz. modewaspresentinstead.In the90° truss
orientationtests,thejoints havehighpreloadsandthe 110Hz. torsionmodeis easilyobserved.
Testsin the low-Gaircraftandindifferentorientationswith respectto thegravity vectorindicated
that asjoint preloadsarereduced,theexpectedtorsionmodedisappears.Exactcausesfor this
phenomenonarestill underinvestigation.However,it isverysignificantthat a fundamentalmode
predictedby alinearfiniteelementmodelof thetrusswoulddisappear.

Theexperimentwaslaunchedinto low earthorbit aboardtheSpaceShuttleEndeavoron
September7, 1995.The experimentsuccessfullyexecutedthirty twangtests,tenin eachof the
threemodes.Duringintegrationit wasfoundthat theexperimentwasexcitingmodesin theGAS
bridgeassemblyit wasmountedon. An effortwasmadeto determinethe extentof thecoupling
theexperimentwouldexperiencein theSpaceShuttlecargobayusingalinearfiniteelement
modelof theGASbridge. Thismodelcorrectlypredictedthattheflight testswouldhaveless
couplingthantheintegrationtests. Fortunately,thedatafrom thespaceflight showedvery little
couplingbetweentheexperimentandtheGASbridgein thebendonemodeandlight coupling
with thebendtwo mode. Furthermore,thedatafrom thespaceflightwereverysimilarto the
low-G tests,thusconfirmingthevalidityof the low-G tests.

Postflight testsshowedthatthedynamicpropertiesof thetrusscanchange.Theobserved
increasein dampingis consistentwith anincreasein joint gap. Althoughthe pinsusedin the
joints hadmarksthat wereindicativeof wear,micrometerreadingsdidnot indicateany
measurablewear. Thus,oneshouldexpectsomedrift in thedynamicpropertiesof atrussusing
pinnedjoints over time.

A force-statemappingtechniquehasbeenusedto successfullyobtainabaseof experimental
informationregardingthe axialbehaviorof strutswith pinnedjoints. This datais usefulfor the
developmentof finiteelementmodelsof strutsin atestbed. At this timeit is assumedthatthe
boundaryconditionsin thetestbedaresimilarto thosein thetruss. Forsurfacefits with simple
terms,thefit is deemednot usefulunlessis canapplydifferenttermsindifferentzones.A better
approachhasbeenshownto bethedeterminationof nominalparametersfrom thedatawith
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subsequentadjustmentuntil thefiniteelementmodelanddatamatchon displacement-timehistory
plots.
A finiteelementmodelof a singlestrutwith apinnedjoint wasconstructedinLS-DYNA3D. The
modelincludedextensionalandrotationalfriction,equivalentviscousdamping,andimpactingin
thejoint. Theresultsof force-statemappingtestswereusedto determineappropriateparameters
for thefiniteelementmodel. Thesinglestrutmodelwasextendedto model thepin-jointedtruss
structure. Thetrussmodelresultscorrelatedwellwith measureddatafrom testsconductedin a
micro gravityenvironment;however,themodeldid not predictaswell thetrussbehaviorwhen
gravitycausedstrutpreloads.The finite element model predicts that impacting in the pinned-

joints excites higher frequency modes in the truss, thereby increasing structural damping. Much

work remains to be done to determine the effect of each joint parameter on the overall structural

damping of pin-jointed structures. Nevertheless, the ability to predict many of the observed

behaviors has been demonstrated. Additionally, a procedure for estimating model parameters

such as joint deadband, friction, and equivalent viscous damping from tests characterizing

individual joints has been demonstrated.

10.1 Recommendations for Future Work

It is recommended that additional work be completed in this area. The following are

reconunended as areas which should be investigated:

1. Additional testing with JDX would provided needed data to further critique models of a pin

jointed truss. Additional data from ground tests and the low-G aircraft tests are needed to

examine the effects of:

• A range of pin sizes in the unlocked joints.

• Dry friction in the joint obtained by removing the lubricant around the pins and testing them

dry.

2. The LS-DYNA3D model shows great promise for being able to model the dynamic behavior

of structures with loose connections. However, a customized element(s) should be developed

which specifically models loose connections. This could make modeling much easier and could

improve the accuracy of the model.
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APPENDIX A - DRAWINGS OF THE JDX FLIGHT MODEL TRUSS
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APPENDIX B - ELECTRICAL DIAGRAM FOR JDX
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APPENDIX C - JDX FLIGHT MODEL TRUSSTWANG TESTS
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APPENDIX D - LOGARITHMIC DECREMENT CURVES
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Fig. 115. Baseline bend I test in the O° truss orientation.
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Fig. 116.

Fig. 117.
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_a+blnx+c(Inxp'2.H:l(Inxp3+e(Inx)_l+f(lnx),_r-_vg(Inx)'_6

_2==0.973641 DFAdj r/v2=0.97333193 FitStdEm=0.0021643993 Fstat=3(_1.4583

a--0.05612728 b=-0.00037473192 c=0.015704481 d=0.040925445
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Bend 1 test, upper peaks, in the 90 ° orientation using pin set one.
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Bend I test, lower peaks, in the 90 ° truss orientation using pin set one.
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y---a+bx+cxA(0.5).+dlnx/x_2+ee_-x)

_2=0.73161821 DFAdj rA2=0.72917838 RtStdEw=0.0072528661 Fstat=37S.51135

a=0.11364171 b=0.021140096 c=-0.047772797

d=-2.8417747e-06 e=-0.082813807
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Fig. 118. Bend 1 test, upper peaks, in the 90 ° truss orientation using pin set two.

y----a+bx+cx^2+dx^3

rA2--0.8443699 DFAdjrA2=0.84172088 F'dStdErr=0.0047169668 Fstat=426.8054

a=0.022227588 b=0.017997628

C=0.026434942 d=-0.006988741
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Fig. 119. Bend I test, lower peaks, in the 90 ° truss orientation using pin set two.
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Fig. 120.

y----a+bx+cxA2+dxA3

rA2=0.80649748 DFAdj rA2=0.80515604 FitStdErr=0.010000019 Fstat-_B03.01373

a=0.030214376 Io=0.011510269

c=0.067286585 d=-0.020803133
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/ I
°°'°1 d" I•i -.
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Amplitude (G's)

Bend 1 test, upper peaks, in the 90 ° truss orientation using pin set three.

y=a+bx+cxA2-I-dxA3

_2-----'0.68398631 DF Adj rA2=0.68178795 FItStdErr=0.0086923276 Fstat=415.56861

a=0.027731041 1_0.073235834

c=-0.18481606 d=0.17963385

0.1251 ._
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0.054 .'. ,-. -. l',mJ_ ]
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ol _"
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Fig. 121. Bend I test, lower peaks, in the 90 ° truss orientation using pin set three.
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Rank 3 Eqn 6005 y--a+bx+cxA2+dx_3+ex_,+fx_o+gx_H-hx^7+ix^8

P2=0.46249363 DFAdJ_2==0.45154893FitStdErr=0.025888812Fetat=47.647036

a=0.053314571 b=,-0.60087359c==26.744417d=-215.35801e=758.13338

f---1402.2388g==1419.0781h=-743.39403i=157.69451
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Fig. 122. Baseline bend I test, upper peaks, in the 90 ° truss orientation.
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rA2=0.54325636DFAdj 1_2=0.53100227FitStdErr=0.024685967Fstat--48.884833

a=0.04815818310=-0.19652877c==19.896327d=-174.76058e=670.52758f---1424.7504

g=1825.563511=-1445.4835i==692.34973j=-183.92051-k=20.802983
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Fig. 123. Baseline bend I test, lower peaks, in the 90 ° truss orientatiom
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Fig. 124.

Fig. 125.
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Y=a+blnx+c(Inx)A2+d(Inxp3+e(InxyN+f(Inx)'_-g(Inx)A6+h (Inx)A7+i(Inx)'_+j [lnx)N3+k(Inx)A(10)

rA2--0.65322112 DF Adj rA2=0.62195417 FitStdErr--0.14243008 Fstat=23.169288

a=0.21304926 b=-0.085865899 c=0.83495139 d==0.080912005 e=-1.6837229 f=-1.7501627

g=-,0.72470942 h=-0.13142091 i=-0.0054357042 j=0.0012234634 k---0.0001168782
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Cold cell bend 1 test at 20 ° C.
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Fig. 126.

Fig. 127.

y--.-a+bx+c_^2_x_-+-fx_

rA2=0.28633494 DF Adj r,_2=0.26293609 RtStdErr--0.1695942 Fstat=14.764906

a=0.2932175 b=4.4282957 c--18.112398

d=28.322803 e=-19.739S5 f=5.1183064
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Cold cell bend I test at 10 ° C.

y--a+bx+c_2+cb_3+ex_,+fx_

P_2=0.05547403 DFAdJ P2=0.041613062 RtStdEw,,0.21913593 Fstat=4.6789937

a=0.33065408 b=3.3750245 _--14.495742 d=24.401451

e=-20.014628 f=7.9256072 g=-1.2091423

1.25"
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Cold cell bend I test at 0 ° C.
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y=a+bx+cx^2+dx_3+exNl+fx_5

rA2--0.24995335 DF Adj rA2ffi0.22073075 F'mtStdErr=0.16340637 Fl_at=10.330762

a=0.2907311510=2.8957999 _--9.1072249

d==10.65492 e=-5.4810716 f=1.0404601
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Fig. 128.

Fig. 129.
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Cold cell bend 1 test at -10 ° C.

y=a+bx+cxlnx+d(Inx)A2+ee%x)

rA2=0.39907752 DF Adj rA2=0.37698478 FitStdErr=0.16586878 Fstatffi22.745704

a=-27.166806 Io=17.810901 c=-8.362049

d=0.04013879 e--26.312704
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Cold cell bend I test at -20 ° C.
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Fig. 130. Low-G bend 1 test.

_-a+blnx+c(Inx_2+d(Inx)_%e(Inx)_l+f(InxpS+g(Inxp6+h (Inx)A7+i(Inx)_3+j(lnx) N3

Fv2=0.47124176 DF Adj !'%2=0.4124.9084 F_dEff=0.31981972 Fs_=9.0112596

a=0.26370828 b=0.15505972 _1_138324 d=1.020_08 e=0.34721282

f=-0.00891265 g=-0.036896019 h=-0.009235471 i=-0.00088814939 =-2.839653e-_
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Fig. 131. Bend 1 test during the Space Shuttle flight.
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Fig. 132.
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y--a+b_nx+c(_nx)A2+d(_nx)_3+e(_nxP4+f(_nxP5+g(_nx)A6+h(_nx)A7+i(_nx),N3+j(_nx)N3

_2=0.94068477 DFAdj r,v2---0.93353835 RtStdErr--0.10593862 Fstat=148.01804

a=0.16500112 b=-0.17001007 c=0.5599098 d==l. 1074194 e--0.97820381

f---0.53072557 g=0.1 9476244 h=0.044181938 i=0.005338682 j=0.00025888172
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Bend I post flight test in the 0 ° truss orientation.
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Bend 2 test in the 0 ° truss orientation with all joints locked.
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_+b(Inxp2+clnx

rA2--0.23187307 DF Adj r_2==0.20342393 RtStdErr--0.179ggG01 Fstat=12.376595

0,=0.27854796 b,=-0.036612902

c=-0.19217019
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]Fig. 134. Bend two test in the 0 ° truss orieatation using pin set three.

_--a+bx+c_^2+dx_3

r_2=0.10171764 DFAdj P_2=0.085005409 FitStdErlr=0.199_7183 Fstat=8.152971

a=0.2949920_ b==1.1307618

_--1.7836099 d==0.70332548
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Fig. 135. Baseline bend 2 test in the 0 ° truss orientation.
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Fig. 136.
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Fig. 137.

_-a+bx+cx^2+dx^3+ex_I+fxNS+gxJ_H-hx^7+ixA84-jxA9

rA2--0.12653919 DF Adj rA2--0.10054333 FitStdErr=0.042384947 Fstat=5.4246162

a=0.093442602 b=-0.65064232 _10.660516 d=-80.951967 e=300.24534

f---593.27749 g=660.03626 h=-413.51037 i=135.04494 j=-17.609809
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Baseline bend 2 test, lower peaks, in the 90 ° truss orientation.

_-a+bx+cxA2+dx^3+ex_+fxN3
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Baseline bend 2 test, upper peaks, in the 90 ° truss orientation.
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y-_a+blnx+c(Inxp2+d(lnxp3+e(Inx),_l+f(Inx)JT:H..g(Inx),_6+h(InxpT+i(Inx)'_8+j (Inx)N:J+k(Inx_ 10)

r_2=0.84483933 DFAdj rA2=0.83856445 FitSId_.099119496 Fstat=148.64665

a=0.27'467133 b=-.0.58431665 c=,0.76668783 d,=3.7137718 e=3.8058459 f=1.2618045

g_0.15240558 h=-0.20973565 i=-0.056344926 j=-0.0066042958 k=-0.00029564035
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Fig. 138. Baseline bend 2 test in the 180 ° tntss orientation.
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Fig. 139. Cold cell bend 2 test at 20 ° C.
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Fig. 140.

Fig. 141.

y---a+bx+cx^2+dx_+ex_l+fxA5

_2=0.11900713 DF Adj rA2=0.037684713 FdStdErr--0.23130633 Fstat=1.7830952

a=0.31086919 Io=3.4504123 _13.660039

d=22.326611 e=-15.775175 f--3.9331524
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Cold cell bend 2 test at 0° C.
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Fig. 142.

_-a+bx+cxA2_A4+fxA5

rA2=0.11877165 DFAdj rA2=0.076472693 FitStdEm,0.19202946 Fstat=3.3964473

a=0.338829310=1.3621323 c=2.5696704

d=-14.380869 e=17.030049 f_-6.4036582
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Cold cell bend 2 test at -10 ° C.
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Fig. 143. Cold cell bend 2 test at -20 ° C.
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Fig. 144.

Fig. 145.

_-.a+bx+cx^2+dx_+exA4

rA2--0.71652293 DFAdj rA2=0.68926552 FdStdErr--0.27520265 Fstat=33.490994

a=1.6074927 b=-3.8126013 _1.4413832

d=4.2186628 0=-3.0122831
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Bend 2 test during the Space Shuttle flight.
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Fig. 146.

Fig. 147.

yA2=a+bx+cx^2+dx_3+ex_N+fx._5

rA2--0.94135094 DF Adj rA2=0.93558218 RtStdErr--0.080241553 Fstat=199.0271

a=1.3580419 b=-4.8625936 c=3.9252291

c1=3.691668 e=-6.059786 f=2.0297983
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Bend 2 post flight test in the 0 ° truss orientation.
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Torsion test in the 0 ° truss orientation with all joints locked.
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_--a-I-bx+cxA2_XA4

rA2=0.32606592 DFAdj r,v_0.32254116 FdStdErr--0.058600777 Fstat=115.75505

a=0.16496472 b=-0.53510184 c=0.84163874
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Fig. 148. Baseline torsion test, lower peaks, in the 90 ° truss orientation.
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Fig. 149. Baseline torsion test, upper peaks, in the 90 ° tn_ orientation.
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